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Holland City News.
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For

General Dealer!.

<&hc Ttolliuttl (Sity gtcws.

SATURDAY, AUGUST

(Out

the

parltctji.

TTAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, in
in Dry
Goods, Groceries,
l, Crockery,
Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

V

A WEEKLYTfEWSPAPEB,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

aOLUKS Clllf,

•

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
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Apples, $ bushel .................$
8 25
Beans, V bushel ........
Butter, $ B) .............
I >
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office Clover seed, V lb .......
andharnonMarketslreet.Everythingfirst- Eggs, V dozen .......
class.
Honey, $ tb ............

DOESBURG,

DONE
13

VTIBBELINK,J.

11., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

IN

Editor and Publitker.

Terms of Subscription:
Beat Market!.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
nOONE.C. , Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
‘paid at three months, and $2.00 if
13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
paid at six months.
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Effect,

Trains.

Sunday May
Arrive at
Holland,

Grand Rapids.

“
*“
•• “

11.50 a.m.
t 10.00 p.m.
Muskegon, Penlwuier

20, 1379.

Vf

V

AN SCHELVEN, G.,

Justice of the Peace,

Notary Public,Conveyancer, etc.
Van Landegend’sBlock.

Office,

Leave
Holland,
| 1.40 a. in.

f 5.20 “
3.30 p.m.

Ffcnicix:!

4

the same
his plan

and

SH A PALMER

Surgeons, Physiciansand

wrong. But

oiUthe other hand,

appeared to me so very favorable

offered so

many

advantages that

1

feared to thwart it by mistrust and suspicion.

However, all that has now changed. I
have read a

letter written

who has

many

for

by a Hollander

years resided in North

Carolina. I have seen and spoken with
the

members of

the Holland families who

emigrated from here last March to the
colony of Mr. McLean, at Havelock, and
I

have hut

recently returned in

with Mr. J.Van der Pool of

company

this city,

from

'

@0

Don’t

Knew

their Value.”

this road

we obtained transpor-

with great reluctance tation free of chaige.

The

president of

McLean, then a stranger to me. I was from Newberne to Havelock, for our acspeak. On the one commodation, so that we should not be
compelled to uselesslypass an entire day
hand, the danger threatenedthat I might
draw a nicer picture of his plan than it in Newberne. At present there only run
deserved. My countrymen had already two regular trains daily, oue early in the
morning from Morehead City to Newfallen too many limes the victims of the
same kind of imprudence,and I did not berne, and the other iu the evening from
Newberne to Morehead City.
desire to be instrumeimdto a repetitionof

'.

VAN

I

situated

therefore afraid to

Corn, shelled y bushel .............
85
\i Column ...........
Oats, ^ bushel .....................
27
I fEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dcalerin
17
00
40
.............
bushel ...............
II Agricul.ural Implements;commit<!<ionaguut Buckwheat,
25 00
Bran. # ton ........................
H 00
..............
for Mowhm Machines• cor. 10th A River street.
Feed. y ton .........................
18 00
Yearly advertisers have the prlvileue of three
•* y ioo rn ........ . ....... .....
1 25
changes.
DAUELS,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietor* Bariev, y 100 lb ...................
1 20
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
of Idagger SlilU; Steam Savr and Flonr Middling, V 100 lb ...............
85
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Mill*.) near foot of 8th street.
Flour, 100 1b ...................2 50
Pearl Burley, 100 lb ....... ...... 3 00
4 00
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wbltout charge for subscribers.
\rERBEEK, II. W.. A CO., Proprietor* of the
Meats,
Etc.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildAn Z before the Subscriber’sname wifi donote
Beef, dressed per lb ...... ...............4 0 4
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XI sig- ing material furnished at Grand Rapid* price*.
Pork,
................... Ca, 7
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Lard ...............................
f,
it 8
lsf“ All advertising bills collectable quarterly. YVILMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Smoked Meat ...........................8 a, 10
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorHam .......................... 5 Ca 6
10th and River streets.
Shnnldcrs .....................4 @ 5
Tallow, per lb ...........................4 « 5
Hour? Ptbliei
Turkeys.
....... ...................
7
0
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ t>
1)081, HENRY D., Real Estate and Iniurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;ColChicago & West Michigan R. R.
ectlon. made in Holland and vicinity.
(JO

Is

that I complied with bis desire,for the this railroad company, Colonel John
reason that I could not communicate any- Whitford, had even the extreme kindness
thing but what I had learned from Mr. to run an extra train, early in the morning

V

10

traveled in day time. Havelock

(CONCLUDED.)

give what information be could in the City. On

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$2 50
*' green ................. 2 00

...

‘

19

....

.

i.

08
10

“

............

NORTH CAROLINA.

The undersignedwas quite unexpectedly on the Atlantic & North Carolina railroad,
invited by the chairman of the meeting to halfway between Newberne and Morehead

Meat Mar- Hemlock Bark ......................@4 00
4011 HUNTING PHONI’TLY AND NEATLY DONE.
13 ket, nearcorner Eighth and Fish Street.All Stave*, pork, white oak, ............. @10 00
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Heading holts, soft wood ............. @ 2 54
l/'UITE, J., Dealerinall kinds af meats and Heading holts, hardwood ....................2 73
One square of ten lines, ( nonpareil,) 75 cents IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 25
forilrstinsertion,and 25 cents for each subseStave bolts, hardwood ....................
3 00
quent insertion for any period under three
yANOKRHAAR,
II.,
Dealer
in Fresh, Salt, Railroad ties ......... .......................
10
mouths.
and
Smoked
Meats
and
Vegetables;
paper
Shingles,
A
V
rn ......................... *2 00
| 3 M. I 6 M. I 1 T.
and twine; 8th street.
Grain, Feed, Etc.
5 00 1 8 00
1 Square
........
3 50
..............
8 00 | 10 00
5 00
Wheat, white $> bushel ........new 85
89
Mm.'xemiei, Mill!, Sbopi, Etc.

_

for the observation of the beautiful scenery

more. From Portsmouth toNewbernowe

.............
Onions, $ bushel ......
Potatoes, bushel ......
Timothy Seed, V bushel
Wool, $ lb.... .................

“

392.

that meets bis eye on approaching Balti-
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ton
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NO.

Holland CVu Newt.

Produce, Etc.

Liveryanl Sale Stable!.

WHOLE

23, 1879.

country. It was at the
request and at the expense of Mr. McLean
that we undertook to make this visit, as
that section of the

it is only with gratefulness that we cau
think of the kiuducssof the officers of the
different railroad companies.Our reception was very cordial, and the number of
polite attentions paid us by many gentlemen and their families with whom we had
the pleasureof meeting, as well in Newberne as in other places, is beyond all
praise. We passed iu their company some
very agreeable days, as well at the time of
our visits to different plantations around
Newberne as on the occasion of our inspection of the land destined for the col-

ony at Havelock.
At this place wc enjoyed for a few days
the most friendly hospitality of Colonel
R. P. Williams and his amiable wife, who
live in the immediate vicinity of the station. It is it real pleasure to me to recall
the kindness and hospitality shown us,
and for it hereby express my heartfelt
thanks.

“They cured me of Ague, BlloueneM and it was his desire that the Hollanders should
One more preliminary remark I think
Kidney Complaint, as recommended. I be informed by their own countrymen of of enough importance to make, before 1
had a half bottle left which 1 used for my everything that might interestthem.
start wilh my report, because it is an inditwo little girls, who Ihe doctors and neighcalion of what treatmentthe Hollanders
It took us just sixteen days to make the

bors said could not he cured. I am confident I should have lost both of them one
night if I had not had the Hop Bitters in
my house to use. I found they done them
so much good I continuedwith them, and
they are now well. That is why I say you
do not know hull the value of Hop Bitters,
and do not recommed them high enough.”
— B., Rochester, N. Y.

may expect from the inhabitants of North
Van der Pool proposes to send Carolina. The number of persons, of all
an account of his observationsto I)e ranks and classes, that I have met ami
5.25 a. m. F EDEBOKR. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
A. Big Rapids. *10.23 a. ra.
Grondwet.His report will undoubtedly spoken with, is so great1 that cannot be
xJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite
3.35 p. m.
10.30 “
easily estimated, but 1 can give tire posipublic square.
be read with a great deal of interest by all
“ | 10.05 p.m. * 0.10 “
tive assurancethat all, from the governor
practical farmers, and be considered of
I EDKBOEU, F, S., Physicianand Surgeon;
New Bullalo &
of the State down to (lie humblest laborer,
XJ office at residence,on Eighth street, near Chi.
Cliicagn. | 1.30 a.m. 12.00 “
great value, as he descends from a family are most favorably disposed toward this
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
5.15 •• * 10 45 a. m.
of farmers in the Netherlands,and has proposed Holland colonization, aud ex3.25 p. m. I 10.15 p. m. VfC CULLOCH TllOS., Physician, Surgeon and
press their hope that Mr. McLean’s efforts
been one himself for many years. As for
1 1 Accoucheur.Office, Van l^ttten’sDrugstore,
* 0.55 /.
An Astonishing Fact.
may be crowned with the best success.
Holland, Michigan.
myself, 1 can’t lay any claim to being an
* Mixed trains,
A
large proportion of the American peoP. Van Vlibsinuen.
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
QCHOUTEN, It. A. City Paysician. Office at the ple are to-day dying from the effects of expert, but my intercourse us public to7 Daily except Saturday.
Chicago, Aug. Uth, 1879.
O
.First Ward Drug Store, 8th Street.
, Mondays only.
Dyspepsiaor disordered liver. The result j structor for a period of thirty years with a
[TO »K CONTINUED.]
All other trainsdaily except Sundays.
Yf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon; ol these diseases upon Ihe masses of intel- class of people who for the greatest part
----- —
---All trainson this road, will be run by Chicago
jAL office at (iraafrehap Village,Allegan county, ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ime which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 a.
provided for their wants by agriculture For the HollandCity Neu t:
2b-ly.
time.
tog, making life actually a burden instead
MY WHAT-NOT.
I) ERT, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, Zeeland,
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and and cattle raising,has exercisedsome inHe KmlUs drug-store.
usefulness as it ought to be. There is no tlucuce over me. I will therefore take the
It has been the oft-repeated boast of the
Grand Haven Rail Road.
good reason for this, if you will only throw libertyto give an account of my observaColumbian
orator, that he "lived in a
Phnspapher.
aside prejudiceand skepticism, takq the
Taken Effect,Monday, June. 23, 1879.
tions in regard to land and products.Mr.
land of liberty and law." Glorious truth!
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
I TIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,
Galtry one bottle of Green’s August Flower. Van der Pool and myself write independ- Our great couutry has indeed taken the
11. lery opposite this office.
G:i32 Worth.
Going South.
Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions of ently of each other. We have both been
No. 3. No. 1,
No. 4. No. 2.
STATIONS.
front rank iu the march of civilization
Ciddleri.
a. in.
p. m.
a. m.
p- HI.
bottlesof this medicine have been given over the same ground, but have refrained
Muskegon,
12 20
2 17
and progress. For example, the dogs are
\ rAL’I'ELL. 11., Manufacturerof anddealenu away to try its virtues,with satisfactory
11 47
Fcrryslinr;:,
2 50
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips; results in every case. You can buy a from conversing much about it, lest one having a lovely time-libertyad libitum.
8 23 11 42
Grand Hawn,
2 54
6 15
Eighth street.
7 57 11 12
FitfCOIl,
3 22
0 53
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three might influence the oilier. Only by read- Accordingto the latest census there arc
Holland,
7 30 10 44
3 55
7 22
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi- ing the. different newspapers,who have so
Tsbuccs izi Clears.
Fillmore,
4 13
7 12 10 25
7 42
ten favored canines to every free while
tively sold by all Druggists on the WestAllegan,
5 00
8 35
0 25
9 35
kindly offered to publish this matter, can
'PE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer In Tobacco, ern Continent.
man in Holland who bears the honors and
FRED. II. MAY, Mannyer.
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
we become acquainted with each other’s
E. C. Leavkswoktu.Gen l Freight Agent.
burdens of citizenship.Perhaps ! An
W. BA L'MG ARTEL, Agent,
views. Our reports will probably differ ambitious boy engaged for a dollar to
Watche* and Jewelry.
Holland, Mich.
Honest Medicine.
i lose connections
made at Allegan with G. R. &
Of all medicinesadvertised to cure any materially,but as we wish that nothing count the big puppies and the little, and
OSL N A BRE YM A N Watchmakers J cwelers,
R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainwell, Kalamaaffection
of the Throat, Chest or Lungs, but the truth be known, our renders can all the untaxed curs that snarl and growl,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Marzoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
ket and Eighth Street.
we know of none we can recommend so only benefit thereby. My comments,
highly as Ur. King's Kew Discovery fur th >ugh truthful,cannot help but be re- and fight and bite, around the post-office,
but be failed. It could not be done. Of
Consumption,Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
garded wilh favor by those interested in
business Dirrctoni.
Bronchitis,
Hay
Fever,
Hoarseness,
Tickcourse
Snap and Jeff and Rover and Cap^ofictics.
ling in the Throat, less of voice, cic. This such a project.
tain, have their inalienable rights (under
medicine does positively cure, and that
Yet I do not advise anybody to estabAttorney!.
the American Constitution)which the
where everything else has failed. No medI. 0. of 0. F.
lish himself there, without first institutwomen and the children must respect,and
TJUWARD,M. I)., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
icine can show one-half so many positive
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
Notary Public; River street.
and permanent cures as have already been ing, either a rigid personal examination, which all the officials ate bound todefeud.
of Odd Fellows, bolus Its regular meetings »t Odd
effected
by this truly wonderful remedy. or else by some one in whom lie places
Fellow's
Hall,
Holland
Mich.,
on
Tuesday
Evening
Vf G BRIDE, P. 11., Attorney and Counselor
Cou
at
Woe to the man— coward that he must be
For Asthma and Bronchitis it is a perfect confidence and on whose judgment he can
at! Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11 of each week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
—who
suggests a muzzle in dog-days, or
River street.
specific, curing the very worst cases in the
M. Haurimqton, N. G.
positively rely. The step is of too great a
kicks
from
his path a barking whiffet, or
shortest time possible. We say by all
Will II. Rogeks.R. S.
I
ARKS, W. H. Attorney and Cotincelorat Law,
means give it a trial. Trial botVxs ten consequence to he rashly undertaken, on snaps bis pistol at the ivory tusks of a
corner of River and Eighth streets.
cents. Regular size $1.00. For sale by reading the favorable report of a person,
F. & A. K.
mastiff, or refuses his calf to a sneaking
rpEN EYCK. J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
as little known as I am. 1. do however
Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Pullen's bank
spaniel,
or buys strychnine for the proA
Regular
Communication
of
Unity
Lodge,
Eighth street.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall.
earnestly advise those inclined to emigrate
Candies
of
all kinds, the very latest
tection of bis larder,or hints that there
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening,August
Basils* anl Exchange.
styles of creams,- caromels, butter scotch, not to allow this opportunity,which I was ever such a thing as hydrophobia.
27, at "o’clock, sharp.
Otto Bheyman, W. M.
cucliou lozenges, etc., etc., and also the consider the best ever offered, to escape
Should the common council, or the marC. B. Wynne Sec'i/.
V AN FL’TTEN JACOB, BaukingTndCollittleice cream cup with spoon for 1 cent
them without first making a careful in- shal hurt a hair on Carlo’s head, how
Icctlug, Drafts bought and sold: Elghtu
—a real novelty— at the
street.
23-2
CITY BAKERY. quiry, and therefore hope that many others awful would bo the consequences;and
Barter*.
may soon follow our example and satisfy
Notices.
should the supervisorby chance put a
themselves, by a personal examination,of
1 "iE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting? shaving,
I wish to inform my patients and friends
whelp or a poodle on his dollar poll-list,
1\. Accoucheurs. Office

at his residence, Over-

ysel, Mich.

“
“ “

“

trip.

.Mr.

“

m.

^28
V

--

-

1

Ad

I

O

,

I

,

)

X

A

•

V

w

Hotel.

%

many advantages offered. The how could he ever ask for a renomination?
railway
companies are in favor of this His "dog-days” would last through twelve
keep my office at the Drug Store of -Dr.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
plan of colonization,aud were kind enough mortal months.
R. A. Schouten,where orders for my serCoamiuiosKerehatt.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Totter,
vices
can be left, or at my resideucc on to give us tickets at greatly reduced rates.
And the cows, how they, too, have come
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all
IhEACIl BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and
kinds
of
Skin
Eruptions.
This
salve
is Eighth street, near Chicago Railroad The trip itself can be a source of enjoy- into their chartered rights! They have
13 dealersin Grain, Flour and Produce. Highig
ment to all people who may be fond of voted down all adverse ordinances and
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick jiuarrantecd to give perfect satisfactionin crossing.
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich, 17 every case or money refunded. Price 25
seeing nature in all its grandeuraud beauRespectfully,
have expelled the tyrannical pound masCents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
ty. We left Chicago for Baltimore via ter from his office. Neither race nor color
Dentist.
F. S. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Holland,Michigan.
the Baltimore, Ohio and Chicago Railroad;
can be recognized, in our new Republic.
shampooniug.hair-dyeing,etc., done at ret
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

/ ^ EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ol*\JT flee on Eighth street, opposite Van liaalte’s
Shoe store.

Bucklin’ 8 Arnica Salve.

Farm

for Sale.

generally, that until further notice I will

Now

i^your time

to insure against dam-

splendid clay age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown
soil, six miles from this city. Near church IiiHurance Company. Apply to
L. T. RANTERS.
1'kOESBUUG, J. O., Dealer in Drngs and Medi- and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
JLJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy* of this land Is partiallyimproved. Also
sician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st. 40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
Vf EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedThe undersigned,Dr. L. E. Best, having
xvl iciues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and PerM.D. HOWARD.
I will sell eighty acres of

Drug* and Medieiuii.

fumeries. River street.

NOTICE.

42-tf

settledin ihe city of Grand Rapids, offers
his services as a Physician, Surgeon and

YTAN PUTTEN, Whm

Dealer in Drugs, Mcdicines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn Bbro's Family Medicines; Eighth St.

v

Ac-

coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas lie pays particular attention to
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he has
YI7ALSU HEBER, DniggistA Pharmacist;a
v v full stock of goods appertaining to the bus2,000,000.000
acres Of land for sale by the Atchl concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
iness.
son. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
Southern Kansas,—the garden of the continent. where he cau be consulted during the
fanlturt.
For information In regard to these lands; and how
day.
Vf EVER, II. & CO., Dealer*iu nil kinds of Fur- to reach them call on or address
L. E. BEST, M. D.
J. C. POST,
.Tl nitnre.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frame*, etc.: River street.

KAUNAS.

Agent

for

Ottawa County, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Nov.

25 'ISTS.

the

from Baltimore we traveled by steamer True, the sidewalks are often unfit for
to Norfolk aud Portsmouth to New- ladies in costume; the children fly high
To gel the most enjoyment out of on one horn or the other of their dilemma,
or half die from fright. The shade trees
the trip it is necessary to leave Chicago meet with untimely ends on the streets;
for Baltimore in the evening, and Balti- fences and galea look dilapidated; yards
more for Chicago in the morning, or vice and gardens and orchards come to grief;
costly shrubbery and vines disappearbeversa. By so doing one sees in coming
tween two days, and so on, and hard
back tbat which he missed in the night in words greet the rising sun, but then the
going out. The steamers from Baltimore bovines are all in the right and the grumto Norfolk always travel at night. If blers all In the wrong. Alas for the ignoramus who should think of damages against
therefore on leaving Baltimore one goes
the useful “k-e-o-w-s,”or restrict the
to bed right after supper, so as to be able freedom of the tramping midnight herds
to rise with daybreak,he can spend a few that adorn so much this goodly city.
Yes, Mr. Editor, this a " land of liberty
hours iu viewing the beautiful bay and its
and law," only under queer developmenta.
shores on approaching Norfolk. In reHave I not proved the proposition ? If
turning, the same plan should be followed nor, I could add other satisfactoryIllusso as euable one to use the early morning
gjr*’
bernc.

’

trations.

decline, caused by drought, rust, and chinchbugs. The decline was most severelyfelt in
Kansas, whore the conditionaverages only 44.

THE SPRAGUE'CONKLINtiSCANDAL.

their father. He placed them in his carriage,
with their nurse, who had accompanied Mrs

Mrs. Sprague's Statement
The following is the statementof Mrs. Sena-

Sprague from Providence,and drovotoCauon- gage, which was not even packed. Thereupon
Mr. Srague drew ont his watch and told ConkMrs. Sprague was greatly agitated after the Uog that he would give him thirty seconds to
tor Spragne in relationto the unfortunatedifdepartureof her children, and finally decided gei out, and that if be was not out by that time
ficultyat NarragiusuttPier, which aho has givthat she would follow them to Canonchet AcCITY. MICHIGAN.
he (Mr. Sprague) would blow his brains ont
cordingly, after nightfall,she was also driven
en permissionto be published:
to' kU^ tamedi.My .left, being driven to
“As you must have surmised.Gov. Sprague’s to the splendid mansion which she had left un- Billington’scafe, at the the Pier. Sprague folder
such
sad
circumstances
4
week
before,
and
dissolute life and dissipated habits long ago inlowed him thither, and again acoostod him and
tions.
terrupted our marital relations, though I have wiihin which so many brilliant companies had asked him abruptlyif he was armed. Conkling
gathered
in
the
days
when
the
husband
and
hard throngh untold humiliationand
bristlingnp, replied that he was not; that if he
Burned: An elevator and 150,000 striven
pain to hide from the world, for my children’s wife wore younger iu their married life.
was he (Sprague)would not go on as he was
THE EAST.
-A Utica (N. Y.) telegram of the 15th says going. Without noticing this threat, Sprague
sake, the true condition of a blighted, miserable domestic life. About a year ago that “Senator Conklingha« not made his aphas oome to light. Walter T. Paine, the third
even this poor semblance abruptly cul- pearance in public since his return home, and
^Then go and arm yourself, and hereafter
loss 175,000; four stores at Lebanon, 111., loss
roost dingracefuf orgie none of his friends will speak of the scandal go armed. I don’t iiyond to shoot an untreasurer of the American Linen Company, is #30,000;several buildings at Canton, Mo., loss minated after
thus
and arrest at Nantaaket beach, with the cirarmed man; but I tell you now that if you
#20,000,
the thief, and his stealings are variouslyestictimstauces of which many people in Rhode
o^cross my path again I will shoot you on
Mrs. Sprague's Second Statement.
mated at *100,010 to #175,000. It is the old
There was a free fight at Quebec Island are not unfamiliar. I then sought with
story of speculation
Mrs. Sprague made a supplementary statemy little girls the neighborhoodof old friends
With that throat Gov. Spragne jumped into
Canada, last week, between the English and
and the shelter of my honored father’s former ment to a reporter of the Now York Hun, in the his carriage again and drove off.
An excursion train of ten coaches,
French members of the Ship- Laborers’ Society, homo. There, dwelling almost within the
bound from Philadelphiato Atlantic City, N. resulting in the death 'f four men and the
course of which she said:
shadow of his tomb, I felt more seenro and
THE NATIONAL TREASURY.
J., ran into a freight train near Philadelphia wounding of some thirty 'then.
less unprotected.Here kindly sympathy
“This whole miserable affair into which
with fatal results,five of the train-mon being
Valuable Privilege Extended to the
The American Ministersto Peru, sought me out, and, though covert malice Senator Conkling has been wantonly dragged
killed and two slightlyinjured. Gross carelesspointed some censorions comments, relief without a particle of reason or excuse origiBankers.
Chili, and Bolivia have been instructed to repre.came, and our circnmHcribedmeans were ade- nated in a business transactionbetween himness of the stationofficers caused the accident.
.
A Washington telegram to tho Chicago
Tremont Temple, in Boston, has been destroyed sent to their respectiveGovernmentsthat the quate to our simple and quiet mode of life. self and my husband of so trivial a nature that
by fire. It was owned by the American Bible United States will be ready at any time when re- Gov. Sprague’s irregularitiesr avingboen visited yon would he astonishedthat any sane man Tribune says that “ the amount paid into tho
Society, and the loss is placed at #120,000.
.
quested by each of those nations now at war to upon him by the trustee administering his em- could consider it a source of jealousy. # *
Bishop Odenheimerdied of Bright’s disease, use its good officesto bring about peace. This barrassedestate, the contributiontoward the
A year ago last July Mr. Sprague sent on to treasury during the present month by the
at Burlington, N. J., aged 62 years. He was step has been taken by our Governmentas an maintenance of myself and children, withouta
Washington a lot of young colts and young banks subscribingto tho 4-per-cent, loan has
born in Philadelphia, and made Bishop of Now evidence of its friendlyfeeling toward these word of explanation to me, was suddenly cut horses and fillies,which he had picked out for boon $30,000,000.The amount of bonds still
Jersey in 18.i9.
h'S own use at tho winding np ’of h s estate. outstanding for which payment has not been
nations, and the interest of our South Ameri- down to a palpably inadequate aura. Even
Ho wished me to use those 1 wanted for riding
this was remitted but for a few months. Then,
Mr. Joseph B. Frye, a Boston man of can commerce.
made by the banks is abou: #15,000,000.Unowing to a complete rupture between Gov. and driving, and have the rest pastured someconsiderable wealth, was murdered two or throe
A heavy rain and wind storm swept Sprague and the trustee, all remittances where near tho city. He came on himself, and der tho terms of subscriptionthis entire sum
weeks ago in a manner so mysterious as to baf- along the Atlantic coast, from Wilmington, N. ceased, ami for six months past no money has
was looking about for a place to pasture them should have paid to the United States Treaswhen Mr. Conkling told him of some farmer in urer on July 21, tho date upon which the last
fle the ingenuity of the best detective talent, and C., to Now York city and farther East, last been contributedtoward the maintenance of
for a while it looked as if the authors of the week The wind blew a hurricane and the his family or household by Gov. Sprague.In tho tieighborhooiwho was taking care of his call for tho 10-40s ma'ured. Tho leading subaddition to greater wrongs, unpaid trades- (Conkling’s) horse. Mr. Sprague accepted tho
foul deed would nev^r be brought to justice.
banks, however, have lately appealedto
rain fell iu groat sheets, cansing much
ho was v indebted, suggestionwith pleasure, and Mr. Conkling in- scribing
But the mystery has been cleared up bv the damage to crops and buildings on people, to
SecretarySherman for an extensionof time,
troduced
him
to
tho
fanner.
When
October
have been urgent in their demands for
confession of th« murderers.The murdered
upon the ground that to pay ii^to the treasury
land and destruction to vessels at sea .
man was alone in his house on the night of the A Washington dispatch says that “advices from payment, but ho gave no heed to ihe came the man sent his bill, which I forwarded at once that large amount of United States
indebtedness,even answering, when pressed to Mr. Sprague in Rhode Island This bill was notes, and thus suddenly withdraw so much
tragedy his family being absent from the city,
diplomaticrepresentativesand special agents
by me to liua a way to meet these just demands sent again and again, and always returned un- money from the channels of business,would
and had invited three barbers, a Greek and two
in Europe continue to favor the opinion that
began to feel scandalized.
Italians, to spend ^ the evening with him.
and relieve mo of importunities, that " I most paid, ifutil
seriously affect the money market, by forcing
the efforts of this Government to bring about
Ho had somehow "contracted a liking for & joint reconsideration of American and leading Irxik to my powerful Washingtonfriends for 1 ho man then applied to SenatorConkling,and tho banks summarily to call iu heir loans, and
then
threatened
to sue him. Having, by the
these people, who were vastly his in- European powers of the bi-metallicstandard aid.” and, to my deep distress and mortificaintroductionof my husband, become surety would at tho same time depreciatetho 4-pertion, permitted, after long delay, a bill for carferiors in every respect, and through the question will prove successful.’’
cent bonds After a long discussionwith tho
for its payment, Mr. Conklingwas finally
riage hire for his mother’suse during a visit to
frequent visits of one of them to the house
representatives of tho subscribingbanks, tho
forced
to write to Mr. Sprague, tellinghim tho
me
in
Washington
to
be
paid
by
the
gentleman
in a tonsorialcapacity the trio of assassins
WASHINGTON.
Secretaryhas modified his order of March 26
position
in
which
ho
was
placed,
and
on
a
subwho
had
recommended
to
us
ihe
stable
from
gained a knowledgeof the presence of rich
President Hayes has accepted an which the carriage was hired This and other sequent visit to Washingtonagain called on last, which requiredthe banks to p«y for their
plunder on the premisoe. His good-natured
bonds upon tho expiration of ninety days from
entertainment of the villains gave them the invitation to bo present and form one of the more unmanly exhibitions have been incidental -Mr. Sprague and asked him to set'lo it. He
the date of subscription,and directedthat
told
my
husband
that
ho
could
not
be
expected
opportunity they sought, and, after partaking attractions at the AgriculturalFair at Neosho, to the past year, while the brutality of recent
drafts should hereafterbo made upon
events, the repetition of similar scenes to pay any lady’s bills, least of all a married them onlv when funds are required by the
of his hospitalityfor an evening, thev murdered Kan., on the 25th of September.
of violence and outrage enacted hi lady’s,and that it would bo an insult to pro- United States Treasurer to redeem the called
him iu the most horriole and fiendish manner,
Washington dispatchsays that the former years,
finally driven pose it, but that ho (Mr. Conkling) would bonds presented at tho Treasury Department
stabbing him nearly to death with a pair of
gladly give
husband tho money to for redemption. In the modified order tho
barber’s snoars, and then finishing him off with administrationis closely watching the present ns from the door, and filled the public prints
pay it out of his own pocket, and let Secretary has also directed tho Treasurer to
a bullet in the head.
of the country with a scandal too cruel to bo
aspect of Mormon affairs, but, as yet, no speendured without redress. Gov. Sprague’s him repay it whenever ho would. When give the banks creditor! their bond account for
George B. Durfee, the defaulting cial reasons for anticipating an outbreak have causeless and shameful persecutionof the
heard
this
was naturally tho called bonds presented by them for rebeen discovered. The Secretary of War is of
indignant, and chided my husband for allowing
Treasurer of the Mechanics’ Mill, Fall River,
children’s teacher is literallytrue as he tells
demption. It is provided,however, that tho
the opinion that there are sufficient troops in
the S-natorto nuke such an offer, and sai l
Mass., languishesin jail, in default of #35,000 Utah to enforce the decrees of the courts and the story, the real animus being, as confessed,
subscribingbanks must be prepared for final
Gov. Sprague’s unwillingnessto be subjected that I would sell anything 1 had to raise tho settlement with the Government on acc rant of
bill. Paine, the de'aultingTreasurer of the protect the Gentile population. But, in case
at the table and in the household to the constant money rather than accept such asuisiance
the roMiudingloan upon the 1st day of October.
any further assistance is needed, the troops are
American Linen Mill, has left Fall River.
And yet this petty, contemptiblequibble was The effect of this new ouler is to allow tho
of a gentleman.The attemptto comnow so stationedthat they would be imme- presence
the
commencemcntof
all
my
husband's
jealousy
plicateMr. Conkling with this matter is
THE WEST.
banks to retain tho public funds until actually
diately available in case of any trouble at the
absurd. Gov. Sprague’saffrontto the gilests against Mr. Conkling. Even after that no con- needed by tho Treasurer of the United State’s
principal centers of Mormon population.
in the house was most gross ami without sented to receive him, and voluntarily went to to pay for called bonds proseutod for redempIt is estimated that the Kansas wheat
William W. Busch, cashier of the excuse. Mr. Martin, whom I had met in a Washington in April last to get tho Senator’s tion.
crop this year will be worth at least #25,000,000,
very procariens condition of health en route for legal opinion in regard to tho troublesbeand the corn crop a good deal more.
Citizens’ National Bank, of Washington,
tween himselfand his creditors. There was
NarragansettPier, I induced to go to Canom-hot
A Talk with Sherman.
The wheat crop of Illinois this year E'- Cv ia ? default^r to thfi am™nt of
for quiet and good nursing. He was removed perfect and entire cordiality between
Kays
an
Associated Press telegram from
His bondsmen pay #25,000,and bo himself under Gov. Sprague’s threats of mu’-derto be them then, althoughthese scandals, it is
|B estimate!by the State Board of Agriculture
Washington:Secretary Sherman, being questurns over his own property to the bank.
now
charged,
bad
been
known
iu
Washingdoue, at the imminentrisk of his life. Mr.
tioned conceruing fu.uro financial operations
at 42,000,000 bushels. .... A conflict between a
ton for years. There is not a word of truth in
Conkling was, of course, as nnconscious as I
POLITICAL.
of the treasury, replied:
Sheriff’s posse and a bodv of lawless Italian
that Gov. Spragne sought occasion to enact &>1 of these atrocious reports. Mr. Conk“The treasury operations will probably,
new Washington evening paper, the tragic role of tho injured husband, hi'g never paid me any attention that lion-after,
coal-minersnear Eureka, Nev., resultedin the
have no material effect upon tho
for
at
their
last
meeting,
not
long
killing of five of the latter, six others being sea
wife
could
not
honorably
receiv'd
from
her
which is to bo a Grant organ, is to appear in
money market It is probable that before tho
since. Gov. Sprague had sought from Mr.
riously wounded..., One of Uncle Sam's mail
husband’s friend, and it is false to say other1st of October nearly all tho called bunds outWashington about Sept. 1. Dr. B. Randolph
Conkling not only legal advice, bnt wise. * # * On Friday morning, when 1 standing, amounting to about 547,OWi,uOO; will
coaches,bound from Santa Fe for Ljs Vegos,
Keim is to be the editor. George W. Childs, of had accepted at his hand a favor such
New Mexico,was lately halted by road agents.
came down to breakfast,1 was told to my surbo presentedfor payment, and will be paid for
Two passengers-ex-Gov. Arnv, of New Mexi- Philadelphia,is the main financialbacker, as only tho friendliest confidencecould war- prise that Mr. Spragne had come home sud- thiongn the ClearingHouse of New York. As
though
ex-8ecretarvRobeson has #50,000 in rant. In his determination to overthrow Mr.
co. and J. H. Strahan, of New York— were
denly at 3 o’clock in tho morning, and bad left
much of tins money will go to different parts
the project Mr. Murtagh will be the business
Chaffee as trustee, and hoping to join forces again. I paid no attention to this, howrobbed, and two agen's rode off on the stage manager.
of tiie country elsewhere than Now York, die
horses, and are still at large.
ever, as his movements were always p&vment may cause seme movement of currenwith the creditor interest to drive him from his
FOREIGN.
post, Gov. Sprague had carried awav from tho
very erratic. Ho comes in on you cy fn m that city, bnt it will naturally s ion come
The remains of “Wild Bill ” (James
counting-houseof A. A W. Sprague tho books like
ghost in tho middle of the luck again, Alter the reiuudiugoperations are
recent
storm
in
Denmark
deB. Hickox),who was murdered throe years ago
of tho Quidnick Company,refusing to return night, and at the most unseasonable hours, and
closed ont the treasury payments will tre equal
at Deadwood, wore recently disinterred by bis stroyed over 100 farm-houses,and killed fifty them. Mr. Chaffee, in ’turn, refused, until
hurries away in the same disquieting manic r.
to our receipts, and no more, except the small
persons,and did incalculabledamage to the these books were returned, to permit Gov.
I had learned to.be used to these freaks, but balance of the fractiontl-cnirencyfund which
friends for the purpose of removing them to a
new cemetery.“Tire coffin," says the Dead- crops — The race for the Runnymode plate, Sprague to hold any business relations with the Mr. Conklivg, when told of the Governor’s Congress requiredto Ire paid out. ”
wood Pinncn, “was found in a' remarkably- at Eghara, England, was won by the American- concern, and, of course, refusedto permit him visit, seemed surprised at such conduct I
“What will be tho probable amount of gold
to draw any money.
thought no more of it, and busied my -eif about imported iu payment of bread stuffs, etc ?”
good state of preservation, and. upon removing
bred filly Saratoga. . .The most significantinmy household affairs,while Senator Coupling
“ This wa** tho situation of affairs which, by
“ I do not think the movement of gold to this
the lid, the l>ody was discovered thoroughly
cident that has occurred since the death of the coming to Rhone Island, I had hoped, throngh
took a seat on the lounge in tho room, rvl was
country will be very large. It is evident our
petrified.The features of the deceased were
Prince Imperial is the election of a republican some influence or other brought to bear on Guv.
looking over tho newspapers.Alter giving my
exportswill be greatly in excess of the imports,
as natural as life, save that a whiteness overto the local legislature of Cor. ica, in place of a Sprague, to help to set right and to secure by
orders I turned to poor Mr. Martin, who was sitand mainly of breadstuff.-, meats, and cotton;
spreading all gave to the face an appearance of
Bonapartist. When the Corsicans begin to fall some moans a maintenance for tho four chil- ting in tho room, and at his request sat bnt tho excess will bo paid for largelv by Amerchiseled marble. The loft cheek, through which
ican Bocuritioabold abroad. I wish they would
the fatal bullet passed out, was slightly in- away from the imperial cause tnero is ground dren for whose wants and education I have down to read a little to him. Just then Mr.
for the belief that it is hopelesslylost. . .Two been and am now bearing the undivided bur- Spragne came up tho staircase.Ho walked
all come back ; s ill. eoim gold will come, and our
ernstedwi h mold, and as Charlov aUompttd
fatal cases of cholera have occurred in Loudon.
den A conferencewith counsel employed by slowly into tho room, Mr. Conkling rising to domestic production of gold will stay hero.
to brush it off he discoveredthe petrifaction.”
It is admitted that of the 800,000 tho firm achieved no results. Prof. ’Linck, meet him. Some words pissed between them, This will give the banks an excellentopportuTHE SOUTH.
under
contract with
for three which 1 did not hear, but the tone of which ar- nity to provide themselves with com reserve
shares in De Lesseps’ isthmus canal scheme months, was neither permittedto perof United Stab s notes, of which the
The report that the yello# fever had only 20,000 have yet been appliedfor. Yet Do form his duties nor paid and dismissed. rested ray attention. I rose to my feet Mr. instead
Conkling walked straigut across the room to reserve now consists.United States notes will
broken out at Corinth, Miss., was a canard of
had
ostensib
mears for where I stood, and said: ‘ Mrs. Sprague, your all be wanted iu active use for the largest crops
Lesseps and his immediate adherents are said
and the largest businesswe have ever had.’'
the first water. There has not been a case of to be still confident of success. . .A conference living at C&nonchetwithout iocarring husband is very much excit -d, and 1 think it
additionalindebtedness,to which I refused to better for all of us if I should withdraw. If
“ How about the price of silver— has it adanything resemblingYellow Jack in the town
of delegates, representing200.000 miners, was
be a partv. In this awkward and painful di- my departureputs you iu any danger, so say,
vanced?”
There were forty-three new cases of held in Manchester, England, the other day. lemma, I requested Mr. Conkling, who had and I will stay, whatever the consequences.’’
“ i'es; tho price of silver Is advancing s meThe Presidentor the conference pointed out
yellow fever and fourteen deaths from the pest that there was some opening for miners in the l»oen already consulted by Mr. Sprague, and
what. There is a Itetter demand lor silver for
“He
spoke
in a very calm voice, although I
up in whose’ judgment ami advice l have safely
at Memphis on the 13th inst, and on the Nth United States, as during the recent
know he must have been excited. I told him China; and, therefore the price is higher in
relied my own matters, to see Gov. Spragno,
San Franci-cothan in Now York. I should not
the new cases reported numbered fortv, and depressionin mining industryin Pennsylvania
not to mind me, but that if Mr. Sprague was in
the deaths thirteen. Nearly all the and elsewherea number of men sought other and try to ascertain what point there is in this a passion it wonld be useless toargue with him, be surprised if the silver on the Pacific coast
promised
programme
of
opposition
and
what
should go to Chins, and that our supply for
new cases reported in these’ two days employment. A resolutionwas unanimously
and might only lead to violence.
coinage should come from Colorado, Mexico
were colored people.
dispatch from passed in favor of emigration to the United results were likely to follow that would benefit
“The report that 1 wrote notes to Mr. Conk- and, perhaps,London."
Memphis says that “Dr. Jerome Cochrane's States.. ...A new Government Ministry has or provide for the children. Mr. Conkling
plan of enforcingrigid isolation of the yellow- wen formed in Austria, with Count Taafe at stopped at Canoiicliet for this purpose, and was ling at the time of his difficulty with Senator
awaitingGov. Sprague’s return to seek an in- Lamar is a shameless falsehood. I certainly
An ounce of peach kernels contains
fever sick has been indorsed by the City Board its head. Count Andrassy, for a number of
would not do so. Obviously it would lie a grain of prussic acid, which is a fatal
of Health, and measures adopted to put it into years the Premier, has actually resigned ..... terview with him when tho now-notoriousoutbreak occurred. If any nostne words were ex- an improper and unladylike’action. The
effect. Yellow flags will bo placed conspicu- Reports from South Africa say that Cefywavo
quantity. Ammonia is the best antichanged between Mr. Conklingand Gov. same absolute contradiction
due
ously on every house in which a case is lying
has again sent messengers to the English with
Spragne at Canonchot they alone know what from mo of the stories of my remain- dote.
Bick, and unauthorized persons positively for- inquiries as to the terms they will make with
they were, for no one else heard them. What
bidden admittance.”
him. He asks only a guarantee of Ins personal transpired in the village I do not know beyond ing out at late hours and’ meeting
THE MARKETS.
Mr. Conkling at tho Capitol. I am compelled
liberty, and complains that he has been entireA horrible suicide is reported from ly deserted by his people. . .Honrv M. Stanley what is reported in the sensationalaccounts to speak plainly of these outrageous slanders
NEW YORK.
because of their wide publicity.Of all tho
Athens, Ga. A woman was in the pains of arrived at Sierra Leone on the 24th of July. given in the newspapers.''
Rrrvts ............................
$fi 75 (<*10 25
crop of slanders which have spriingnp,I loathe
parturition, her husband being absent, and no and started for the river Congo.
Hoos .............................
^ Mi (g 4 5u
Mr.
and
Mm.
Sprague—
A
Stormy
Interview.
to speak of those things, but they have been
one in the room save a negro nurse. Frantic
<-'"v>on ...........................H!4
An improved feeling is reported in
dwelt
upon
until,
instead
of
monstrous
falseA
dispatch
from
Narrigansett
Pier
to
the
Flouh
-Superfine
.................
3
40 tg 4 (U ”
and crazed with the pains of delivery,she
1 Ml & ] (jsw
hoods, they appear to the public like admitted Whkat — No. 2 .....................
called to the nurse to bring her a razor that the iron trade iu England, which appears to bo Chicago TV/tomcBaya:Much excitement was
47^
facts. At the proper time and in the proper Corn— Wtutern Mixed .............. 45
was lying on the bureau. The nurse did so, in sympathy with the notable revival in the
ing tho house, on tho occasion of the first
place I will show tho true character and origin Oats- Mixed ...................... StNtggg:j!ju
and me woman plunged the keen blade into her same branch of industryin this country .....
Ryk— Western ..................... (VI
04 '
body, cubing herself open. She died in a few There was no truth whatever. in the report that created hero this afternoon by a meeting be- of the persecution. I can honestly say that I Pork — Meet .......................
8 WO ($ 9 00
moments, in crazy agony. She was in Neilio Grant Sartorishaddied in England. It was tween Gov. Spragne and his wife. After leav- want tho truth atant this matter to bo known La no ..............................
iju
at tho proper time.”
labor with twine. The nurse who provided her another and entirely different Mrs. Sartoris ____ troubie, it is asserted that Mrs. Sprague s.-id,
CUM 'AUG.
with the razor has been in licted as accessory M. Perron, a Sub- Lieutenant of Hussars, ami
Bebvkr - Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 75 @ 5 25
“I will never sleep under the same roof a: h
Cows and H< Hera ........2 50 (a, 3 75
to the killing. . .Thaddous Baber, of 8t Loois, M. Riviere, editor of the Proyrru de Lynn,
Sprague's Statement.
Mr.
Spragne
again.” To-day, Mrs. Spragne
Medium to Fair ..........4 1 0 ^ 4 4(j
Mo , crazed by jealousy, murdered his wife fought a duel with swords at Lyons, France.
tamo
to
Narragansett
Pier, accompanied
Gov.
Sprague
has
given
an
account
of
hit
ftoo* ..............................
2 75 .4 3 90
and mother in-law by shooting them. All the The latterwas wounded in the lungs. . .’.The
by a friend, Miss
Fosdick, of meeting with Senator Conkling at Narragan- Flouu— Fancy White Winter Ex... 4 75 (4 5 50
partiee r‘*ro of low character.
King of Burm&h has again abandoned himself Stamford, Ct, and Mr. Thompson, a lawyer
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 00 (4 5 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............
M (4 N»
There were nineteendeaths from yel- to the most immoderate and reckless drinking, partner of Rowland Hassard. Mr. Thompson sett Pier, which is substantially as follows:
No. 3 Spring ..............
77
and has executed a number of the princely no- drove down to Canonchet to get some clothing
80
When ho (Sprague!returnedto the Pier from
low fever and sixty new cases of the disease at
Cons— No. 2...'. ...................
bility....A serious drought prevails iu the for Mrs. Sprague and h.-r children, Mrs.
34
('4
a visit to Maine and learned that Senator Conk- Oath— No. 2 ..................
23
Memphis for the three davs ending on the oven- island of Cuba.
24
Sprague remaining meanwhile iu tho house of
ling was at his house ho was angry be- Kyk— No.2 ........................ 4K & 49
Conductor
Hale, near the station. Mr. ThompBarley— No. 2 .................... 74
Dr. Mosely, a prominentyoung Bos75
were forty-six, the total to that date, since the
yond measure, and tho cause of hit ' trrrKH Clrolce Creamery ......... in
son was met at Canonchet by Gov. Sprague
18
<?*
outbreak of the plague, 189, and the ton physician, was recently killed while descend- who, after some conversation,decided to re- auger, he said, was the intimate re- F/108—
FtVHll .......................
9
&
v total number o.’ new cases 531. A dispatch ing tho famous Matterhorn peak, in the Alpine
turn with tho lawyer to ConductorHalo’s lations between Senator Conklins and hii I’ohk— Mess .......................
g i5
40
<S9
from Washington says that “Comptroller
house. There tho husband and wife mot in a wife, which had long been highly obnoxious to Laud .......................
. .The Paris municiPorter, of the Treasury Department, save mountains of Switzerland
MILWAUKEE.
pal authorities have authorizedthe changing of room, with Mr. Thompson, Miss Fosdick, and him. The existence of these relations was no
that the National Board of Health ia of the
Wheat— No. ..................... 93 <a
Mrs. Hale present.
secret to him. Ho hail seen tho scandalgrowopinionthat contributionsfor the sunport of the names of forty-throestreets. Boulevard
No.2 ..................... 84 ©
A very stormy interview of as hour followed ing and becoming more and more public, and
Haussmann and Rue Bonaparte retain their
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 83 ©
the people of Memphis in camp are absolutely
between Spragne and his wife. Gov. Sprague ho spoke bitterly of the conduct of Senator
Oath -No. 2 ......................
83 ©
necesary to prevent the spread of the yellow names ...The Indian-com crop in Bulgaria is
began
he
derrandiHk
the
return
of
tho
three
Conklingtoward his wife at Washington.Bit- Hyk-No. ........................ 48 ©
almost a total failure from drought
fever into other Statee, and that a requ sition
little girls. The Governor was laboring under ter words had often been spoken between his
Bahley— No. 2 .................... 72 ©
noon the #5 0,1X10 appropriated by Congress
strong, but suppressed,excitement during the
8 f. LOUIS.
wife and himself because of that intimacy
will be honored.”
A Rut-Skin Suit.
entire interview. He accused Mrs. Sprague She was fully aware how obnoxious to him was W heat- No. 2 Red Fall ............04 &
Mixed .......... * ...........ft l ©
There were eleven deaths from yelAn ingenious individualof Lisk- of poisoningtho minds of his children against that intimacyand what were his feelings to- Corn—
him, and alienatingthe affections of ward Senator Conkling.But in spite of Oats— No. 2 ....................... 21 ©
low fever at Memphis for the forty-eight hours eard, Cornwall, has, for some
Rye. ...............................ft'1 ©
the boy, Willie, through the influenceof the this, said Mr. Sprague, in spite of all
.... 8 M'' © # W
ending Ang. 19, forty-four new cases being time past, been exhibitinghimself German tutor, Linck. Mrs. Sprague, tho scandal and the violence to his Fork— Mesa ...................
654
Oh, ©
Laud .............................. ft1*-©
in
a
dress
composed
from
top
to
toe
qf
in turn, accused the husband of general brutal- feelings,that she should invito Senator Conkreported to the Board of Health in the same
CINC1NN iTI.
period. A large number of Memphis refugees rat skins, which he had been collecting ity when under the influenceof liquor, and of ling to be a guest at his house during his ab- Wheat .......................... oo © 03
38 (4 39
circulating base and nnfonnded stories against sence. and that Conklingshould have the braz- Corn ...........................
returned to tne city, but such as could be
for three years and a half. The dress
27
h^r characterShe said that on more than one en effronteryto come there at all, incensed Oath ............................. 24 (4
got bold of by the authorities were in52 © 63
............................
oontiueuUyhustled out of the city again, the was made entirely by himself; it con- occasion she had been in peril of her life from him beyond all measure. As he expressed it,
S
50
©
8
iHh;
policy of depopulationbeiug regarded as the sists of hat, neckerchief, waistcoat, him, referring distinctly to one occasion when Senator Conkling was trying to do for bis home Point— Mess ............ ........
..... 6J4©
6*
only feasible mode of breaking the backbone of trousers, tippet, gaiters and shoes. The ho pointed a loaded pistol at her, threatening in Rhode Island what bo had already done for Laud ..................
TOLEDO.
to shoot her. Gov. Sprague referred to Senathe blague. The building recently occupied by
his home in Washington, and he had de- Wheat— Amber Michigan ......... W7
97 ©
08
number of rats required to complete tor Oonkling's intimacy with Mrs. Sprague,
ftli ©
C. E. Forbes and family, on Walker avenue,
iff
No. 2 Red ............
termined to put an end to ’ it at once and for88
was burned. Five deaths from fever had oc- this suit was 670; and the individual, and she repelled any insinnation, of ever.
«
Corn— No. 2... ..............
24 © 26
enrred In the dwelling.It ^thought that the when thus dressed, appears exactly like wrong-doing cn her part with great indigWith this deliberateintentionhe harried Oath— No. 2 ................
DEYROIT.
neighbors l.vingin the viciuity fired the build- one of the Esquimaux described in the nation. At last Gov. Sprague said:
back to Canonchet as soon as he heard ConkFloitb— Choice ....................
5 2ft © 6 ft#
“Do yon intend to return to Canonchet? ” ’. ing was there.
ing, as k was the most foul spot in the city.
Wheat-No. 1 While ..............W>
9ft
travels of Parry and Boss. The tippet
“I fear for my life if I do,” she replied.
Ho
found
Conkling
in
tho
house
alone,
and
No.
1
Amber
.............
IU <4 95
general. J
or boa is composed of the pieces of skin
“ I never harmed any one,” was tho Govern8ft
ordered him out on the instant. Conkling ro- Doan— No. L ...................... 1:8
The August returns to the Depart- immediately round the tails of the rats, or’s answer, “ and you are safe.
fitHOd to go. A few high words ensued; and Oats— Mtied
aft-i
After many demands on tho part of Gov. then ho (Spragno) went up stalls to get his shot- RAEiXYipercentab
................
90 © 1 60
meut of Agriculture, at Washington, show that and is a very curious part of the dress,
Sprague for the return of the children, and gun. He fonnd that he had no percussion-caps Poult- Mt-u ......................
10 25 (tjlOBO
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
the condition of spring wheat was 82, kgaiustTS containing 600 tails. — Evglith paper.
firm refusals of Mrs Sprague, a consultation
for his weapon, and went off to tho village to
was hold with Mr. Thompson and with another get some. As soon ire ho could procure them ho Cattl*— Bet t.l ...................5 00 ©5 25
J11? northern parts of New England
.....................4 BO © 4 75
lud New York maintained their July condifion.
Cuban ladies still trim their dresses lawyer, a Mr. Skinner, who had been summoned hurried hack, and Conklingwas still there. Ho
Cuiuiuou .................
M 5U t4 4 25
from the Atlantic House, and it was decided again orderedhim to leave, and Conklingrefused
in the West and Northwest there was a general with living fireflies.
Ilona. .................
2 5 (44 10
that the children should be surrendered to to go, and tried to molify Sprague and excuse
............................
3 40 © 4 75

fultnitd <fila
HOLLAND

WEEKLY MEWS REVIEW,

The conditionof the whole count^ is 7 per
cent better than last year. The August returns
show the condition of the oat crop at 91, against
100 in August, 187H They show a slight improvement over the July condition, which averaged only 89. The decline in the 'inlf States
and in the trans-Mississippi States nearly overbalancedthe improvementin all the other sec-
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SABBATH READING.

an

effort is

to be made to es-

tablish the industry there on a

The Old

Scotchmiui’ii Prayer.

Prayer is a simple but a real interchange between the child and the Father in heaven. The child asks, and
the Father gives. Many books have
been written on the “Philosophy of
Prayer,” but not one has made it any
clearer than our Lord’s words recorded

Luke 11:9-13.
Many years ago, an old Scotchman,
poor, pious, and hard of hearing, lived
where he seldom heard a sermon.
Learning that religious meetings would
be held, for several days, at a distant
in

j

!

place, he journeyed toward it on foot.
On his way he fell in with a young

man, and as he was also bound to the
meetings the two walked together. As
they came near the meeting place, it
seemed good to them to halt behind a
hedge and offer prayer. The old man,
a child when he knelt before God,
prayed thus
“Lord, ye ken weel enough that I’m
deaf, and I want a seat on the first
bench, if ye can leave me have it, so
that I can hear thy Word.
“And ye see that my toes are sticking
through my shoes, and I don’t think it
is much to Your credit to have Your
children’s toes sticking through their
shoes, and, therefore, I want You to get
me a pair of new ones.
“And ye ken I have nae siller, and I
want to stay during the meeting, and,
therefore, I want you to get me a place
:

to stay."

The young

man, shocked at the old
man’s familiar way of praying, gently
suggested that it was hardly the proper
thing to approach the Almighty as a
child would a father.
“He’s my Father,” replied the old
man, not accepting the suggestion of
irreverence; “I’m weel acquainted
with Him, and He’s weel acquainted
with me; therefore, I take great fiberties with Him.”
When they arrived at the large tent
in which the services were held, it was
full For a few moments the aged man
stood in the rear of the congregation,
making an ear trumpet of his hand to
catch the preacher’s words.
His strained attitudeof attention at
lust attracted the notice of some one
near the pulpit. The old saint was
beckoned forward and given a seat on
the front bench.
During the prayer, the old man knelt.
The reverential posture attracted a
lady’s attention. She saw his worn-out

AN OLD LETTER.

run for the house where the boys had TUB STEWART GRATE ROBBERY.
won my money. They were still there.
[New York Telfgnm.]
A Italic of Colonial Days— Beujaniin Frank- I got $20 on my pipe and sat down to
nent basis.
Another phase of the negotiations for Stewlin a New England Sunday.
play again. I won a little money, and
Among the many valuable papers in then my dog, revolvers, rifle, watch, art’s body is published,making an extraorHOME DOCTOR.
the possession of the New Haven Colony mule and horse. At last I had $1,200 on dinary story. On a Monday in Jannary last a
lawyer in this city received by mail a letter
Tannin will cure canker sore mouth Historical Society is a letter deposited one hand. The fellow who was betting
signed “Romaine,* inclosing $100 as a retainer,
with
the
society
several
years
ago
by
against me had an ace, kiug, queen, jack
by applying dry three times a day. ^
'the late Hon. Ralph L. Ingersoll. The j aiid four-spot flush, and I had an ace, and asking him if he would consent to act as
Dysentery.— The following is a transletter was written by Dr. Franklin to | king, queen, jack and five-spot flush. attorneyfor the negotiations for the return of
lation of a receipt for the cure of this
Jared Ingersoll, of New Haven, in 1762, When I got up from the table it was Stewart’s body on the payment of $250,000. On
complaint,which was published by the
and is interestingnot only by reason daylight in the morning, and I bad $4,- the same day came a package by exprees|
physiciansof Spain in the gazettes of
of its antiquity,but also- by reason of 800 in cash, besides the money and to which tho letter referred, and which, on beMadrid during 1840 : “Prepare a
ing opened, was found to contain silver knobs
the manner in which Sunday in New things I started with. I went down to
and part of a handle belonging to A. T.
draught of albumen by taking the
England is compared by the writer the boarding-house,borrowed the land- Stewart’s coffin. The lawyer was requestedto
whites of forty eggs or more, and, after
with that of another part of the world. lady’s Bible and swore I would never answer by a personal whether or not lie would
whipping .them well, sweeten the same,
The followingis an exact copy of the gamble again as long as I lived. I never accept the retainer.He did so, and. in a few
if necessary, with a small portion of the
days, received a furtherretainer of $250 and a
letter
have since, and I never will.”— Zeffer second parcel containingtho coffinplates, sevbest double-refinedsugar. Let the paPhilahe.Dec. 11, 1'ftS.
eral other silver handles and atill more knobs.
Dear Sib: I thank you for your kind Con- from Leadville.
tient drink large quantities of this recess that

perma-

:

to fill his stom- gratulations, it gives me pleasure to hear from
an old Friend; it will give me much more
ach, administering clysters of the same
pleasure to see him. I hope therefore nothing
as often as possible. The patient must will prevent the Journey which you propose
maintain a total abstinencefrom diet of for next Summer and th- Favor you intend me
any kind. In a few hours after the pain of a Visit. 1 believe I must make a journey
early in the Spring to Virginia, but purpose
will abate, and in twenty-fourhours the beine back again before the hot weather. You
disease will disappear; if it does not, it will be kind enough to let mo know before
will be sure to disappear in forty-eight hand what time you expect to be here, that I
may not be out of the wav, for that would morhours, provided the patient repeats the
tify mo exceedingly. I should be glad to know
draught as usual. The addition of a what it is that distinguishes ConnecticutRefew drops of orange-flower water is ligion from common Religion— communicate,
if you please, some of those particulars that
highly beneficial.”
you think will amuse mo as a virtuoso. When
Rest for Headaches.— Dr. Day I travelled in Flanders I thought of your excessively strict observanceof Sunday, and that
says, in a late lecture : Whatever be the
a man could hardly travel on that day among
plan of treatment decided upon, rest is you upon his lawful occasions, withoutHazara
the first principle to inculcate in every of Punishment, while where I was every one
severe headache. Rest, which the busy travelled if ho pleased, or diverted himself in
any other way, and in the afternoonboth high
wife and anxious mother cannot obtain
and low went to the Play or the Opera, whore
so long as they can manage to keep there was plenty of Singing, Fiddling, and
about, is one of the first remedies for Dancing. I looked around for God’s Judgevery headache, and we should never ments, but saw no signs of them. The Cities
were full of Inhabitants,the markets filled
cease to enforce it. The brain, when
with plenty, and the people well favored and
excited, as much needs quiet and re- well clothed ;»tho Fields well tilled; the cattle
pose as a fractured limb or an inflamed fat and strong;the Fences, Houses, and Wineye, and it is obvious that the chances dows all in Repair; and no Old Tenor anywhere
in the Country ; which would almost make mo
of shortening the seizure and arresting suspect that the Deity is not so angry at that,
the pain will depend on our power to offense as a Now England Justice.
I loft our friend McJackson well And I had
have this carried out effectually.It is
a practicallesson to keep steadily in the great happinessof finding my little family
well when I came home; and my friends as
view, in that there may lurk behind a cordial and more numerous than ever. May
simple headache some lesion of un- every prosperity attend you and yours. I am,
known magnitude,which may remain dear frienu, yours affectionatelv,
B. Franklin.
peatedly,

The parcels and

insomuch as

letters came from Canada.
Assurances wore also given that the body was

MICHIGAN NEWS.
A large snake was

killed in a

in a perfect atate of preservation.
Tho lawyer took the lettersand articles for-

church

at Lansing the other day.

Menominee has a

fine town library, the robbers were mentioned

containing 1,317 volumes.

Twelve new

engines are on the stocks

at the locomotive works at Jacksou.

Every house

in Battle Creek is occu-

pied, and $150,000 worth of building is

to

him as being

$250,000.
Tho lawyer, who was Patrick ID Jones, asserted that he did not know the thieves nor did
he know whore the body was; that he supposed
they applied to him because, possibly, when he
was Register or Postmaster,they had served

under him.

now going on.
was
The Kalamazoo Library museum now
boasts of a salamander,a chain:! son, a
centipede, and a horned toad.

The new Central School building, at
Jackson, is just completed at a total
cost of $30,700 for building, furniture,
etc.

Dr. S. S. Garrignes, State Salt
Inspector, has been very ill for some
weeks, but is now able to attend to his
business again.
Farmers in various parts of Alpena
county complain that deer are so numerous that they are doing great damage to the crops.
The receipts of the St. Mary’s Falls
ship canal during the month of July
were over $8,400, and 544 vessels passed
through the locks.

and finallydismissedthe lawyer '’with the insulting declaration that lie would have nothing
to do with such negotiations.
The ' negotiations were continued in
hopes that tho detectivesmight get some
clew, but nothing came of it Bubsequeutly
negotiations were opened directly with
Mrs. Btowart, through a firm of Wall
street lawyers of such great prominence
and characterthat good faith could not be
doubted— Evarts, Bouthmayd and Choatt A
member of the firm laid the oorrespondenceof
Romaiue before her, and, though she asserted
her absolute confidencein the a«suranoesof
Judge Hilton tnat tho body had been recovered
aud was at tbs cathedral,tho lady read them
over and requested an explanationof Judge
Hilton.« Ho satisfiedher that the letters were
unworthy of consideration,
and she returned
them to the lawyer as such, and immediate negotiations were broken off.
It seems that all this time Mrs. Stewart has
been led by Mr. Hilton to believe that the body
had boon recovered, and it now became necessary to undeceive her. Hilton expressed a
willingnohs to pay $25,000, tho original reward,
but would not pay more without securing the

At Harrisville, the county seat of
Alcona county, fourteen new buildings
Persuading;John Adams.
are under construction, including a thieves.
John Adams was an irascible old gen- Presbyterian church.
All hopes that tbe refusal to negotiate for tho
tleman. He would have his own way, and
returu of tho body on the terms named, or any
E. B. Dyckman, of Schoolcraft, Kalother than the payment of the reward of $25.the man who opposed him, be he friend
amazoo county, has just lost a horse, 000, which offer Jones transmittedby mail to
or foe, was sure to arouse the Presi- aged 29. The mate of the horse is 30 Romaine in Montreal, would loud the thieves in
dent’s wrath. In truth, the noble
desperation to reveal themselves, were finally
years old, and doing good service.
abandoned by Judge Hilton about three weelw
patriot— for he was noble in spite of
Nelson Blobs, of Charleston town- ago, and ho has since then reopened negotiahis faults— might have stood for the
ship, Kalamazoo county, lost his barn, tions; this time, it is believed, with the parA Cure for Rheumatism.— Numer- Scotchman who said
pose of buying tho body outright, and without
hay, wheat stacks, etc., by fire lately!
ous cures of rheumatismby the use of
“ I’m a mighty easy man to persuade
any attemptio secure tho thieves. It is clear
celery have recentlybeen announced in when convinced, but I wad like to see Loss, $4,000 or more, with some insur- that all effortsheretofore have l»eon baffled.
shoes.
ance.
There is no question that Romaine is the scEnglish papers ; but the following, more the man who could convince me.”
“Are those your best shoes?” she
The
division of an estate in England
in detail, is given on the authorityof
Toward the close of President Adams’
asked, when he had resumed his seat.
a New York paper: “New discoveries
administrationhe nominated to office a drops the snug sum of $150,000 into
“Yes, but I expect my Father to get
—or what claim to be discoveries —of connection of his family. Johnson, the the palms of Mrs. C. W. Higgins, Mr.
iy attempts to de'ect him by that moans.
me a new pair, very soon.”
The now and ponding neg •tiatbns were
the healing virtues of plants are con- nominee, had been a Federalist, but, George Glass and Miss Eva Gloss, all
“Come to me after the meeting, and
opened by Judge Hilton himself, who, on July
of Cudellac.
tinually making. ‘ One of the latest is
haring
turned
Democrat,
was
obnoxious
I’ll give you a new pair.”
24, caused to ho inserted iu tho herald tbe folthat celery is a cure for rheumatism ;’
King’s planing-mill,with manufac- lowing personal:
to the Federal party, who had a maAt the close of the service, she conindeed, it is asserted that the disease is jority in the Senate.
“Canada: Counsel desires to communicate.’*
tured material and lumber; Langdon’s
ducted him to her house and gave him
It is not signed. Mr. Jones has as yet reimpossibleif the vegetable be cooked
shingle-mill,
a
dwelling,
two
stables
and
To avoid an open rupture with the
a pair of shoes.
and freely eaten. The fact that it is always President by refusing to confirm his other outbuildings burned at Cheboy- ceived no responseto it Meantime tbe body
remains in its concealment known^only to tho
“Will you stay through the meetput on the table raw preventsits theranominee, it was thought expedient to gan, the other night. Loss, $8,000 ; no robbers, and is said to be in a state of careful
ings? ” she inquired.
preservation.
peutic powers from becoming known. send Senator Uriah Tracy, of Connecti- insurance.
“I would, but I’m a stranger in the
The celery should be cut into bits, cut, to persuade him to withdraw Johnplace, and have nae siller.”
Coal in paying quantity and accessiFour Persons Burned to Death#
boiled in water until soft, and the water
son’s name.
“You are welcome to make my house
ble location has been discovered at
drunk by the patient. Put new milk,
A
Now
York dispatch says “tbe burning of
Tracy was a wit, and had a fund of Newberg, four miles from Durand, the
jour home, as long as you care to rewith a little flour and nutmeg, into a humorous stories. He called on the
the
Locust
Grove Hotel and pavilion has
main.”
point where the Chicago and Lake
saucepan with the boiled celery, serve President,and the two gentlemen were
gained tragic interest from tho discoveryof tho
The young man learned of his aged
Huron and Detroit and Milwaukee
it warm with pieces of toast, eat it with
charred and blackened remains of fonr boaies.
soon hobnobbing, his Excellency haring railroads intersect.
friend’s good fortune. And he learned
potatoes, and the painful ailment will
The
victims are J.W. Pierce, the manager of the
been put in the best of humor by
more— that even a child’s earnest, simCertain wrathy and influential Jacksoon yield. Such is the declaration of a Tracy’s funny stories.
hotel William Schubardt,night watchman Kate
ple, direct requests are not irreverent,
sonians will protest against digging up
physician, who has again and again tried
At last, thinking the moment propi the bodies now peacefully lying in what Rafler. cook: and a kitchen girl known as Louwhen made to the Father in heaven.
ise. A maid and two children are reported
the experiment, and with uniform suctious, the Senatorial diplomat suggest“Perfect love casteth out fear;” childis known as the East Cemetery. The missing, and the search for remains wilf be
cess. He adds that cold and damp never
ed that it might be bette :k)ithe Presilike confidence in God as our Heavenly
contiuned as rapidly as possible.
produce, but develop the disease, of dent to withdraw Johnson’sname, as city would fain make town lots and
The fire was one of the swiftest known, the
Father causes our prayers to be direct,
streets
of
the
ancient
graveyard.
which acid blood is the primary and sus- there was danger of his being rejected
entire structure falling into ashes in twenty
simple and earnest, which is quite difSeth Lewis, who died at Marshall minutes. A lady and gentleman sitting on the
taining cause, and that while the blood
by the Senate.
ferent from that flippant irreverence
not long since, was one of the patriarchs piazza barely had time to enter a room close at
is alkaline there can be neither rheumaInstantly
the
President’s
temper
that characterizes so many petitions adhand and rescue their sleeping children before
tism nor gout. English statisticsshow flamed forth. Rising from his seat and of the Michigan press. He came to the walls fell in. Tho structurewas of the
dressed to the throne of grace— Youth's'
this State from New York in 1838 or ’39, very lightestconstruction, and filled with seathat in one year (1876) 2,640 persons
thrusting his hands into his breeches
Companion.
died of rheumatism, and every case, it pockets, he strode fiercely up and down and established The Western States- soned pine.
The view of tho fire from tho adjoining neighThr (UorioiiH Gottpol.
man at Marshall on the ruins of a preis claimed, might have been cured or
the room. Coming up to Tracy, he exborhood was grand. It burned with a clear,
Preach the gospel to every creature prevented by the adoption of the remedy
vious newspaper, but soon after culled white flame that looked like a largo gas jet, and
claimed
— that is, go tell every man, without ex- mentioned. At least two-thirdsof the
it the Marshall Statesman,and ran it gave out a bright and intense light
“No, sir! No— that Boston Junto until 1866.
The suddenness of the fire was startling Perception, whatsoever his sins be, whatso- cases named heart disease are ascribed
sons sittingon the porch of a house at Bath
ever his rebellions be -go and tell him to rheumatism and its agonizing ally, will never be satisfied till they drive
The Secretary of the Alcona county noticed what appeared to be a ball of fire shoot
these glad tidings, that if he will come gout. Small-pox,so much dreaded, is me and my family back to Braintree to AgriculturalSociety says, in the Iosco ont into the bay, and five minutes later tho endig
potatoes!
No,
sir— I’ll not within, Jesus will accept him, his sins shall not half so ^destructiveas rheumatism,
County Gazette, that a movement is on tire hotel was ’in flames. Tho light dimmed
oven tho brightnessof tho electric fight on
be forgiven him, and he shall be saved. which, it is maintained by many physi- draw it !”
foot to secure the co-operation of the Coney island, and vast clouds of smoke arose
The
quality
of
Tracy’s
wit
may
be
The gospel method of salvation re- cians, ’can be prevented by obeying naagriculturalsocieties and interests of in the air ana drifted seaward. Had the wiud
sembles a well-drawn picture,which ture’s laws in diet. But if you have in- seen from the report of an encounter he the several shore countiestoward mak- been in a differentdirection, there is no doubt
seems to look every person in the room curred it, boiled celery is pronounced once had with the satiricalJohn ing “ a shore exhibit ” at the next State tbe flames would have destroyed many houses
along the shore, as they are built close together
Randolph, of Virginia.
in the face. In like manner gospel unhesitatinglyto be a specific.’ ”
fair, which will be held at Detroit, Sept. and Bath is thickly settled.
They
were
conversing
one
day
on
the
truth has something in it suitable to
15, 16, 17, 18 and 19.
Tho guests were all well-to-do,and had
steps of the Capitol at Washington
GrasshopperGruel.
every one’s case that reads or hears it,
much Jewelry and money with them. A Cuban
A Michigan railroad man has lately guest is said to have lost $8,UUU, and a New
when a drove of asses passed by on
and that as particularly as if it spoke
In Sierra and Martis valleys the Inbuilt cars for a prairie road with an ar- York merchant $4,000,which wete in their
their
way
from
Connecticut
to
the
to every gospel hearer by name.— TF. dian huts can be seen, and in and
rangement for disconnecting the gear- rooms.
youth.
Amot.
around them are congregated the war—Other burnings:At Parker’s Landing, Pa.,
“There are some of your constituents,” ing and running by wind when it is fa- 85,000 barrels of oil went up in smoke; at West
How the A po»( left Died.
riors and squaws of the tribe, their sisvorable. After a trial of several weeks Bend, Wis , eleven buildings, valued, with their
said Randolph.
1. Peter was crucified in Rome, and, ters, cousins and their aunts, all intent
the cars have been pronouncedperfect- contents, at $40,000, were destroyed ; Ramsev’s
“ Yes,” instantly retorted Tracy, “ they
tannery, Buffalo, N. Y., and a portion of Dr.
At his own request, with his head down- upon the accomplishment of the grand
are going to be schoolmastersin Vir- ly satisfactory.In an ordinary almost
Pierce's chemicalworks at Flint, Mich., were
result. As usual, the squaws do the
Vard.
every-day breeze they can run fifteen
ginia.”
reduced to ashes, involving losses respectively
2. Andrew was crucifiedby being work while their noble lords loll upon
miles an hour under sail.
of $30,000 and $20,000.
the
green
swards,
smoke
their
pipes
bound to a cross with cords, on which
Gambling in Leadville.
The steamer Cora Lock took fire at her
he hung two days, exhorting the people and dreamily and lazily gaze upon the
The Logic of Madmen.
An iilterestingstory is told of a Pitts- dock, in East Saginaw,a few days ago^nd
countless myriads of buzzing hoppers
till he expired.
burned to the water’s edge. The flames
burgh
man,
who
relates
the
following
Vienna
has some crazy writers. In a
3. St. James the Great was beheaded that fill the air and devour the vegetaspread rapidly, and the crew, five in mad-house of Vienna a lithographic
experience:
“After
I
had
been
out
tion.
The
squaws,
carrying
cone-shaped
by order of Herod, at Jerusalem.
around Leadvillefor several months I number, had a narrow escape, saving newspaper is published to which the
4. St. James the Less was thrown baskets of great capacity,scoop the grassnothing. The cook’s berth was next to inmates of the institutioncontribute.In
from a high pinnacle, then stoned, and hoppers with a fan-shaped implement got to be tolerably prosperous. I had
$800
in cash, a $300 horse, a gold watch the dock, and she got out in her night- a recent number, a lunatic wrote a most
into
their
baskets,
and
when
loaded
carry
finallykilled with a fuller’s club.
and chain, a good pack mule, a rifle,two clothes. The rest of the crew jumped logical articleto convince another that
5. St. Philip was bound and hanged the wiggling mass of insects to camp,
into the river. Capt. Burrington had a his beard was not of heather rad reand then prepare them for food. The revolvers,a dog and a meerschaum
Against a pillar.
hand burned, and Engineer Ryan was quired incessant watering. Yet this
pipe.
One
day
I
came
into
town
and
6. St. Bartholomew was flayed to grasshoppers, killed and subsequently
was burned badly on thq^side. The crazy writer believes his own nose to be
death by command of a barbarous King. dried, are mixed with mashed pine nuts drew all my money, in order to pay for
origin of the fire is not known. The of sugar, and drank water throngh a
part
of
a
claim
which
I
wanted
to
buy.
7. St. Matthew was killed with a or cracked wheat and made into a kind
Lock was built at Perrysburg, Ohio, in straw to prevent it from getting wet.
I
met
a
couple
of
fellows
whom
I
knew
of flour, which is afterward made into
halbert.
just after I got my cash, and we resolved 1867, and was owned by Root & Mid- How very like the logic of some philosoa
bread,
most
delicious
to
the
palate
of
8. St. Thomas, while at prayer, was
to have a quiet little game of poker. ler. She was valued at $6,000, and in- phers, politiciansand theologians who,
shot with a shower of lances, and after- the Washoe. White visitorsat the
sured for $4,250.
while proving the fallaciovsnessof the
ward run through the body with a camp are always invited, in accordance Well, sir, I never struck such a streak of
bad Inck as I did that afternoon. It was
The
Marqnette Monument Associa- views of opponents, have crazy notions
with
Indian
hospitality,
to
partake
of
lance.
the compound, and great is the aston- a square game, but if anybody won any- tion held its second annual meeting at of their own 1
9. St. Simon was crucified.
thing they naturally meant to keep it. Mackinaw on Sunday of last week, rep10. Thaddens, or Judas, was cruelly ishment of poor Lo at the disgust exA Wounded Eagle’s Flight.
pressed by the white man for this kind The first thing Ixlid was to lose $500 on resentatives being present from most of
pot to death.
Dr.
Landerer, a Hungarian naturalfour queens. It was my deal, and I gave the Northwestern States and from New
11. St. Matthias; the manner of his of food. To the limited mind of the
ist,
writes
from Athens that a dead Afrianother fellow four kings. In less than York. On Saturday addresses were
death is somewhat doubtful; one says Indian it is incomprehensible that any
can
eagle, gypactes barbatu8t was latelost
every
cent
I
had;
then
made,
the
principal
ones
being
by
Rev.
an
hour
I
stoned, then beheaded; another says he one should reject food which, in his
ly found at Maina, on* the southern
vernacular, is defined as being “ muchee my hone, then my watch, then my mule, Dr. Goodwin, of Chicago, Prof. Kemp
was crucified.
then my rifle, my revolven and my dog. and Father Jacker, and a poem read by Greek coast. On examining the bird,
good.”—
Truckee
(Ntv.)
Republican.
12. J udas Iscariot fell, and his bowels
I went ont of the place and resolvedto Father Cronin, and a large number of an iron- headed arrow over a foot long,
gushed out.
They have had a very sad affair at' borrow a revolver and shoot myself. letten were read from prominent gen- was found transfixedunder one of the
13. St. John died a natural death.
West Point. A lady at Cozzens' told “I walked ont to the edge of town and tlemen throughout the country who wings. Evidently the eagle had been
14. St. Paul was beheaded by order
her mamma that all the cadets wear put my hand into my hip pocket to take sympathizewith the movement On fired at and struck in Africa by some
of Nero.
white pants; whereupon a man said: my revolver. There was no revolver Sunday the associationpaid a visit to native, and had borne the arrow in its
The culture of silk-worms has re- “So do their sisters, cousins and aunts,” there, bat my meerschaum pipe was Father Marquette’sgrave, at St Ignace. body in its flight over the Mediterracently been undertaken in Wes; Feli- and he had' to be shot through the there. As wm as I felt the pipe ave Congress is to be petitioned to set nean, until it fell dead from exhaustion
on touching land at Maina. ^
ciana paiish, La., and with such suc- heart.
a yell of delight, and started off on a apart a site for a monument.
stationary if quietude can be maintained. There is a point worth attending to in the treatment of all headaches. See that the head is elevatedat
night, and the pillow hard ; for, if it be
soft, the head sinks into it and becomes
hot, which with some people is enough
to provoke an attack in the morning if
sleep be long and heavy.

:
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;
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sketch of the sixth lord and^ some of his

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

FOR BARGAINS

more noted ancestors,by Mrs. Constance
Cary Harriscn:

Saturday, August 23, 187£

the

“An American Home

Amazons” by

on

Smith,—

Mr. Herbert H.

being an account of the success of Mr.. R.

;

J. Rhome’s experiments in the cultivation

Lipplnoott'i Magazine.

of cane, tobacco,

LippincoU’sMagazine

September bas

for

and other

Brazilian sta

GO TO

accompanied with drawings by Mr.
Ohampoey ; "Sandy Hook,” by Mr. George
pies,

three beautifully illustratedarticles,all

CHEAP CASH STORE

The concludHoughton, with picturhesquodrawings
and the Catskill

well suited to the season.
ing paper

on

“Catskill

by Mr. F. S. Church; and a sketch of Mr.

Region” breathes the ierj spirit of that

W. 8.

"land of mountain and of fell;” L. Le-

trait.

fashionable French wattering-place,Trou*

his

entertaining

‘An Ascent

1

of

Summerland

Sketches.

the Matterhorn, ” by

-

OF

*

Dr. Holland’s “Topics” arc entitled
“European Travel,” “A Word About

and Dr. Felix L. Oswald continues

ville;

.

Newpapers,” and “Write it Yourself.”

Charles

"Communication”calls the
American collcteorsto some

P. Howard, gives a vivid account of the

by adventurous Alpine tourists; while Woman’s
perilous climbing practised

.

fame, by

Gilbert, of “Pinafore”

Miss Kate Field, accompaniedby a por-

jeune gives a sprightly account of the

THE

A

E. J. H:-A.E,E,IITGT03Sr

attention of
great paint-

purchased

ings and other objects of art to be

(>

Europe— includingRaphael’s “Apollo

in

Position in Germany,” by Marriott Pyne,v
presents a picture of domestic life that

son has writen in the

contrasts strangely with

American customs and ideals. John Austen Stevens
in conjunction with the careers of her two

Fersen,

names that have a

and

place in

ner anounces

on the Intelligence of Birds” exhibit close and sympathetic observation, and “A Grand Council
Mrs. Mary Treat’s “Notes

at

ings in an

a

season. Ail wool

Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A flue Worsted Suit at $7.50
and n fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School
Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

suiting 25c, formerly 35c. Bro-

35c

Dexter Suit-

Liunen Dusters, Ulsters and

ings 8c, formerly 12c.

Society”* is given over to sensible and

a fine

assortment

of Straw and Felt Hats.

In Parasols we offer the best value in $3.00 and

All

practicalsuggestions about Domestic Nurs-

goods marked in plain figures and war-

a trained nurse." And a great
many other articles and poems of great
beauty, too numerous to mention. The

$2.50 Silk Serge in the city. Linen Tablecloths

Sheeting Bleached and Unbleachedin endless

best 10c and 50c Japan Tea in the City; also a fine

raaggazine ought to be in every fanily.

variety. Ladies’ Uoiscry from 5c up

line

Okmulgee,” by A. M. Williams,brings
of the capacity of the

big re-

for the balance of the

caded Dress Goods 15c, formerly

and engravnumber. “Home and

description

early

Dress Goods

all

A

Even-

ing* “by

American as well as European history.

up the question

“New York

duction in

ing Post” and of which the editor of Scrib-

discussesthe character of Marie Antoinette

favored and ill-fated admirers, Lauzun

500 pieces of fast colored prints at 6c.

and Marsyas”— of which Mr. Eugene Ben-

Never

Return.

in all grades

pair.

*

Red

It is said that one out of every four real
Indian for civilizationin a form that de- invalids who go -to-Denver, Col., to reserves altention.Their are severahrtories cover health, never return to the East or
in the number— "His New Birth,” a South except as a corpse. The undertakers, next to the hotel keepers, have the
graphic skeU:h of life and munuers in Colomost profitable business. This excessive
rado, “My Husband’s Hobbies,” a satire mortality may be prevented and patients
on “Collectors,” “Mr. Carmichael’s Con- saved and cured under the care of friends
and loved once at home, if they will but
version. ” “Through Winding Ways” apuse Hop Bitters in time. This we know.
proaches completion,and the interest is

I

and prices from 25c

ranted just as represented.

to 90c per yard.

to

In my Grocery DepartmentI

61c per

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

Coffees, Spices, Candies and

Salt white fish, Trout

Misses’ Button Kid Shoes to he sold at $1.00, and

still

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

and Mackeral. I am

selling White Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles-

Ready made Clothing cheaper

selling

the

Cigars.

to he closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs

I am

of Sugars,

keep

still

always on hand.

than any House on the east shore. Men’s Cottou

Corn. Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

Eighth Street,

Holland, Michigan.

well sustained in the present installment.

The “Gossip”is

full

Ptlitiottal ^oritl

of bright and enter-

taining papers, including a discussionof

“Picnics,”“The

New Crusade” against

“Woman Suffrage in Wyoming
Territory,” and “ The American Colony
the Jews,

Helps the boys and

September

girls to

begin the new

year of schoolingwith a great variety of

amusing stories,and interesting articles.

of Fall Hats just received

by Addie Ledyard, and, near the end, it
with

youn

a

Louis Napoleon’slife-history,

portrait

engraved from

a

Our stock of groceries is fresh and complete; we deliver them free, and have a
fast horse to do it with. Call at
G.

photograph

Van Putten &

out at cost to
of Full

make room

Goods.

trated. First comes “Three Drews and a

and wonderful escapes; then an amusing story of
“Bob’s MissionaryWork” in the effort to
a tale of terrible floods

Having

taken out a full liquor license,
and having purchased a complete stock of
fine Wines and Liquors,I am now pre
pared to compete with the best house in
the city. Come and try my samples.

John V. Spyker.

improve a poverty-strickenquarter of his

It is for your own benefit that we announce the arrival of an entirely new
exciteme.nt and plaesure of “A Run After stock, complete and assorted, which we
Sword-tlsh;” another details the mishaps offer at lower prices than ever before, consisting of a large variety of bleached and
of a girl who persisted in wearing fine
unbleached cotton, carpet warp, cottonwinter clothes in the wild place of Florida; ades, Kentucky jeans, shirtings,calicoes,
ft fifth narrates a lively episode of Penn- Ginghams, peach tarletons, grain bags,
sylvania child life; another deals with and an endless variety of Yankee Notions.
Come and examine our stock.
elves and a tender-heartedGerman girl
G. Van Putten & Sons.
yet another describesthe bud and good

town.

A

X

iwYw

third tale recounts the

AND

MAIDENS
CALLED
LEUC0RRHEA,
Fluor Albus

machine

ii it
„
nit (iiseare,»o prevalent biiiohr tcinuei, u out lutia
nnderttood by phya jeiaiu.It, drum upon the •yitrin it
to exceuire and debilitutinc,that our American women
are rapidly becoming a “nice of invalldi,” incapable ot
producinghtttltliyoffrprlns,or enjoyingllfe’i plea met.
I rof llarrii \ aRinnl I'a-iille.n new departure in medicine.
A thoroughlycommon acute treatment.Applieddirectly
to the teat of the dueaie. and itinpeeific
influenceexerteil

* ic*4j’r,,dUMn|f bnniediole toothiiijfand rettorative
The application of the remedy it attended with no

effect.

pnm

or unp!ra*aiitnc««,unit doe» not interferewith the or
clninrypnrtiiitiand p cut u ret oflife. • irrulnr*aie tent in
perfectlyplain eureloppa. tenirely (rated from otxervntion,
amt remedy put up in neat plain boxet <d three met, with
•'''• direction* intide.No. ], (enoughto latt a month.)
to; No 2, (enoughto last two niuuthti.SS: No S.iItitirR
three iiiontht,
and ample for cure. excentinRin chronic

cav») ^10. With each box we tend a Female Pyrince
and tomeToiiicPilii,a«auxiliari>«tnthe
remedy.

Prof-Harria’

'fint* Advertisements.

Pease,” in Choctaw.
history of

*

quaint outline pictures, given a concise
account oHrbeofed can

Ages of ailsotrsand

i

“Tha Frolicsome Fly’s queer
and interesting hUlory is told with the
times: and

Constantly kept on hand and for sale at current
prices,by

28-Bw.

help of two llluiiratloni.

The

Farming Lands for

Sale.

irstallmenu of the two serials—

Frank K. 8tockton*a “A

Jolly

120 acres in Olive. Rest land in the town.

Fellowship,”

and Susan CooUdgeV'Eycbrighl”—
arc

in-

make and wonder
the slorieeare to be wound up,

40 acres in Olivo. Very good laud ami well
situated.

tensely intercaing,and
jut. how
as they

H. D. POST.

must be, next month.

to
_

80 acres near VenturaPostofflcoin Holland.
•10 acres on Grand Haven mad In Holland township. a large part cleared.First rate fruit land.

Apply

Holland. Mich.

Scribner for September.

Mortgage Sale.

Considerableeducationalflavor is im-

“Sour stomach, had breath,

in

“Study Hop

“When

life is a drug,

Hop

Attorney.

will be pleased with

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Midi., June

Sent on

21, 1879.

30 Days

Trial.

BENCH’S

27-7w.

kp076!™ burr stone

“InactiveKidneys and Urinary Organs cause the worst diseases,and Hop 1
Bitterscures them all.”
“More health, sunshine and joy

Hop

UU
Cures without Medicine,

yew Method,

Harmless.
Physics not to he rolled upon.

ELECTRICITY
for

Borneo.

Open lor Dress.

Neuralgia,
' Dyspepsia,
Female Complaints,
Liver Complaints,
General Debility,
Impure Blood,
Chronic Diseases,
Head Troubles,

Farmees and Stock Men
Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.

in

Bitters than in all other remedies.’’

I

Kidney Disease,

A SMALL CDSTOM MILL IN EVERY VILLAGE

Skin Disease,

Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is!

U

AND TOWN,

THIS OFFICE.

The Saugatuck House.
E. D.

BILLINGS, Propriutor.

in

:

First upon the lists of ottr most Eminent Phvsicians. as a POSITIVE CURE for

General Ill-Health,
Etc., Eic.

WHAT THEY

SAY OF THEM.
Among the many modern electric appliances
Cedar Falls. Iowa, March, 1877.
used for medicalpurposes, the most RELIABLE,
$20 dean profit daily, with our 20 inch mill. Only DURABLE and ECONOMICAL are
4-horse

power.

•

J.

W. STOWE.

Beach's Electric Sponge Belle,
City Grain Elevator. Dayton.O., Dec. 14, ’69.
Your 20-inch mill “beats”our 4 foot stone on Perfect and powerful Galvanic Batteries coneitherwheat, meal or feed. J. DURST, Prop.
structed in such a manner that they can be worn
on any part of the body, introducing a mild and
Danville. R. R. Kiev. Chicago. Jan. 25. ISTT1’ continuouscurrent of Electricitythroughoutthe
We average a ton of meal per hour on our 24-inch entire system, without interferingin the least with
stone. Has run four years. Verv satisfactory.
the patient’shabits or occupation.
EDWARDS & CO.
For further particularsaddress
27-4w. W. C. BEACH, St. Johns, Mich.
Champaign. 111.,March Gth, 1876.
60 bushelsper hour ona30-ineh mill, an “Old
Miller"
F. B. SACK KIT,
Millerfor T. Doty & Co. STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the ProbateConrtof the County^
of Ottawa, holdcn at the Probate Office, in the
J. C. RICHARDS, & CO., Chicago, 111.
City of Grand Haven, In s^id county, on MonBUILDERS OF
day. the eleventh day of August,In the year
one thousand eight hundred
'VL'
Grain Elevators, Steam Engines, Corn
Present : 8a mukl L. Tatb, J udgo °^Pr0
the matter of the estate of Jan Tarpstra, deShellers,&c.

talks,

Probate Order.

_

and

26-1 Y
the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
Since there Is no stage line or boat lino that
county circuit couit house, in the city of Grand gives ns a connectionwith the city of Holland, wo
cussion of the arguments for and against Haven, (said court house being the place of hold- call the attention of the public to the only reliable
ing the circuit court within the county In which route to and from Saugatuck, viz: The beautiful
"English Spelling Reform,”— the writer the lands and premises described in saia mortgage little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day
are situated),at public vendue to the highest bid- from Saugatuck to Richmond, connecting with the
taking strong ground in favor of tire proder; the lands and premises In said mortgage Chicagoand West Michigan railroad— the nearest
posed reform, which he predicts muct soon described, being to-wit: All that certain piece or railroad station.
parcel of land situate and being In the township
EyThe Hotel has a liverystable in connection
become a living issue.
of Olive,county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
with it.
and
described
as follows,to-wit : The sonth threeTo balance this element the number conj
fourths (Kths) of (he west half of the southeast
- BOA BP B7 THE DAY OR WEEK.
talus a large quantity of light summer quarter of section eighteen(18) in town six (6)
The undersignedannounces to the Public that
north of range fifteen (15) west, containingfdxty
reading, including the following papers: (60) acres,or so much thereof as may be necessary Delightful Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc. they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
Accommodations, charges moderate.
J'Sigps and Symbol*,” by Mr. Frank B. to satisfythe amount due on said mortgage,with
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
interest at the rate oi ten per cent per year, and
28-1 y.
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
Mayer of Annapolis, ineluding some strik- the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
all those who wish to favor them wT
Ith partofthob
attorney's fee of twenty five dollars as in said
trade.
ing illustrationsof old Anuricao inns, mortgage agreed and provided.
to
Dated Holland, August 20th, A. D. 1879.
and one superb engravingby >{r. Cole enThe stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate
Son’i Hardware Store.
MENKGUA, Mortgagee.
The house lately occupiedby Mr. W. C. Molls is
titled “Bringing in the Boar’s Head:”
W. BUTKAU,
D. POST, Attorneyfw thid Mortgagee. - Torrent. Apply to
J. VAN ZOEREN.
Fairfax, of Virginia, at iuu resting
23-13w.
. H. D. POST.
Holland. July 14, 1878.

and 8. ProfessorT. R. Lounsbury’g dis-

you

No trouble to Show

WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST

Bitterscure.

A

all by pupils of the schools;

Give us a trial and
coods and Prices.

Rheumatism,

'TWENTY

which are

ALL CHEA<PFC(R CASH.

GRIST and FEED MILLS

“Boils, Pimples, Freckles,Rough
Skin, eruptions,impure blood, Hop

FORSALE.

(

Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
Baskets in great variety.

FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.

Ready

by

Monday, the Seventeenth 17th) day of
November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine(1879), at one o’clock

called A No. 1 for the price bv
Candies, Tobaccos anil

judges. Fine

Honest, Effective,

“Ague, Biliousness,drowsiness, jaundice, Hop Bitters removes easily.”

m

flected in the illustrationsof the paper,

is

Toilet,

etc., etc.

licmarkable Facts,

HOWARD.

thereof:

Our 40 cent Tea

expert

Bitters.’’

xY

any

Soaps,

and you have

known

mortgage

Laundry and

SELF-APPLICABLE

“Kidney and urinary trouble is universal, and the only safe and sure remedy is Hop Bitters— rely on it.”
“Hop Bitters does not exhaust, and
destroy, hut restoresand makes new.”

in

herebu given. That by virtue of the power of sale
the s|udy of anatomy in the dissecting in said mortgage*contalned, said mortgagewill be
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
room— principles which are somewhat re-

respectfullyinvite the attention of oiir citi-

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated August 15th, 1879.

digestion and headache easily cured
by Hop Bitters.”

FOR_SALE.

of the

We

zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
otto door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we offar them.

Sheriffof Ottaira County, Michigan.

—

brush, meagre study of the antique, and

teen and twenty-two one-hundredthsacres. All
of which I shall expose for sale at public auction,
to the highestbidder, at the front door of the
court house in the citv of Grand Haven, in said
countv. on the First Day of October, 1879,

Smith, Nimh & Erwin,

the conditions
For sale
J. O. DOESBURG.
parted to the September Scribner by the
of payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage,
i, made
maae by Bennett Harrison
Harrisoi and Mary L. Harthree essays of the number
1. Professor risdn his wife, of the township
u, v„,c,
tuuinj
‘ ‘ of
Olive, county
Boyesen’sinteresting illustrated paper on of Ottawa, ana Statu of Michigan,to Matfalena
Menegna, of the townshipof Bangor, countv of
The University of Rome,” an institution Van Boren, and State of Michigan,bearing date
the twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. eighteen
but little
in America, and one hundred and seventy-eight,and duly recorded In
A SPAN of working horses, double wagon and
harness,will sell cheap for ca.'h, or good
which gives the writer occasion to discuss the officeof the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa time paper.
county, State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
M. D.
the peculiar characteristics of the Italian of Mortgagesin said office, on the twenty-seventh
Holland, August 13, 1879.
«J7-6w.'
school system in general; 2. Mr. W. C. day of May, A. D. eighteen hnndrcd and seventy
eight,at half past two o’clock in the afternoon of
wnlch said mortgage there is
Brownell’s exposition
unique that day, u
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
methods of teaching in “ The Art Schools sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollars and
ACRES of the choicest fruit land,
of Philadelphia,”these methods consist- sixty-one cents ($518.61), and no suit or proceedpartly cleared, situated about one-half mile
ings having been instituted at law or in equity to
southeastof the city limits, Easy terms. For
ing largely in immediate drawing with the recover the debt now remaining secured by said
further Information apply at
or
part
Notice
therefore

xJ

Boot & Kramer.

:

the best.

p^E FAULT having been nmde

New Stock! New Store!

Ferry,

my baliwick, which exeentionhas been to me
directed and delivered,I did on the second day of
August. 1819. levy upon and take all the right, title
and interestof the said John W. Hopkins In and
to the following dneribed real estate situated in
the county of Ottawa and State of Michigan, viz
Lots one. two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,
nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, Ilfteen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, of block
one; Lots three, four, live, six, seven, eight,nine,
ten, pleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen, fifteenand
sixteen, of block two; Lots one, two. three, four,
five, six, seven, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen. fifteen, sixteen, seventeenand eighteen, ot
block three; L'>‘* <>he, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, eight, nine, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen
and fourteen,of block four, all in Hopkins’ addition to the city of Grand Haven; part of Lot one
hundred and oue of the city of Grand Haven, described as follows:commencingforty feet westerly of northeast corner of said Lot one hundred
and one, thence west along northerly line twentytwo and one half feet, thence south at right angles
sixty-six feet, thence east at right angles twentytwo and one-half feet, thence at right angles northerly sixty-six feet to beginning;westerly half of
lots seventy-oneand seventy-two. and all of lot
one hundred and fifty-eightof said city of Grand
Haven, and east three-fourthsof lots two hundred
forty-one and two hundred forty-two of original
plat of said city of Grand Haven.
The southwest quarter of section four, township
seven, north, range fifteen west.
Undivided half of west half of south fractionof
northeast fractionalquarter of section twenty-one.
township eight, north, range sixteen west, nine-

PROVERBS.

H. D. POST,

28-tf.

FIRM!

JUGS VERPLANKK,

lost all hope, try

Thd Best in the Market!

the county of Muskegon,in favor of Samuel
R. Sanford and Samuel B. Peck, against
the goods and chattels, and real estate, of

at

FRUIT BASKETS.

the rare and beautiful pottery called “Faience D’ Ciron;” “On Wheels,” with twelve

Sta.

CO.MF'G.CHEMISTS.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

Bitters book, use tin*
medicine,be wise, healthy and happy.”

D’ Oiron” is the title of

on the

REMEDY

Market and 8th

of

in

man who could say “Buttered

illustrated article

VacinalPaitilieaean
be obtained only from

HARRIS

good order and repair for sale
oil-regions;and the eighth,with a comical
cheap. Inquire
J. C. POST.
picture by Hopkins, tells of the triumph of

an

i

m

JBRZ Or w

SEWING MACHINE— Ailowe Sewing

fortunes of a miner’s orphans, in the great

“The Chateau

H&MfcDY

WOMEN

;

a wise old

INFAL-

‘‘•r'pmV'tTv"!0"1'.'!1
in con,P°u,|dinKan
iaiiU,£
lur the K-ourRO 10 common among

i

There are eight short stories, al! illus-

native

Prof Harrii, after mai.» yrara of iiudy .Wed by chemical reiearch and experiment,
together with experience
Kaincd In tno treatment ofa lar^e number of caiea under

Sons.

Bertsch.

hereby given, that by virtue of an
execution
n issued out of the circuit court of

in

for a large stock
I).

lA

John W. Hopkins and William M.

The remainderof my stock of Summer
Shawls and Dress Goods will be closed

taken a little while before his death.

Crew,”

Bertsch.

HEW

VTOTiCE is

ii filPL PASTILIF

at the store of

I).

It begins with a large frontispiece, drawn

gives

assortmentof new styles

Sheriff's Sale.

WHITES

A nice assortmentof Hoop Skirts and
Dup'vx Corsets just received at the store of
P. & A. Stekktke.

in Paris.”
St. Nicholas for

A handsome

^.EMLnE^RHEAcr
THE

MEAT MARKET
IlsT

THE

—

Ct'APCd

•

On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
of Jcntjc Bylsma, representingthat aid Jan
Terpstra latefydied in said county of Ottawa inesleaving real and personal esUto In said count)
be administered, and praying
ment of Manly D. Howard as admUdstratorthereof. Thereupon it is ordered, that
tno
tate,
to

Monday

FIRST WARD.

House and Lot

Rent.

A

"My

L»rd

MATTALKNA

HENRY

*-tf-

In

said estate,are required

tifr appear

at

* *cssion

of said Court, then to be holdcn at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said County,and
show cause if any there be, why the prayer of the
petitionershonld rot be granted: And it iafhrthcr ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
persons interested In said estate, of the pendency
of said petition and the hearing thereof, by cansInga copy of this order ta he publishedin the
“Holland City News.” a newspaperprinted and
circulatedIn said County of Ottawa, for three suc cessive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest)SAMUEL L. TATK.
27—
Judge of Probate.; ,

4w

f

— r
Howard

Misa Marion

jottings!.

Mr. Henry Ferry
The weather is warm

Mu.
and

a visit to her parents

is in

town on

Boone arrived home on

II.

relatives.

were at Drenthe,Mr. R. de

Vries showed us a tomato plant that stood
six feet

high.

receiving a

was a beauty.

It

The Reformed Church at
proves

The annual school meting will he held
Union school-house,on Monday

first

The

The

is

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

name now

is,

tinual crying of the baby, at once ceases

in

interest of the

Toledo and Milwaukee

PROPRIETOR,.

way. This is

a

new

scribed $70,000, and
local aid can pe

SuperintendentHyma informs us

that

ly

the regular qnnual examinationof teachers

The

route that

it is

Mem

procuredto Insure the

firfumriei, Toilet

finest

assortmentof

and equip

Wines &

it.

Liquors,

Medicinal use only,)

one that
And almost everything

school census has just been com-

A

is

communication from Saugatuck, The

full, relates

A

Haven school census shows 1,515 children.
-

fire

In a

else belonging In a well

Interated \n.— Allegan Democrat. stocked drug store.

above firm are the manufacturersof DIt.

SCIIOUTKN’S

which arrived too late to he published in

Grand

Cipis,

ear-

completionof the road with the capita-

Allegan

Molt,

Writing Material, Snuff,
And the

believed sufficient

It is a very desirable project,and

pleted aud is os follows: First Ward,

is

a

(for

on Monday, August 25lb,
Howard ” school-house.

Keppel, Skipper & Geerliug. Fourth Ward, 149. Total, 895. The

This new afore will keep a full aupply of the beat
and flnest

line projectedfrom

lists,who are willing to iron

will take place

sell-

rail-

[and Holland]. Marshallhas already sub-

session. The case was to come

1879, at t&e “

Miss du Ruisseau. of England, who

of Kruiscnga’s Store.

Dr.U.A.Schouten,

Adrian,

would touch Adrian, Marshall, Allegan,

up on Thursday last. *

firm of the Hamilton grist mill has

con-

to the Free Press from

Toledo to Grand Haven upon

which

ing his share to Mr. J. Skipper. The firm 25G; Second Ward, 154; Third Ward, 330;

—

The annoyance occasionedby the

Three doors East

suf-

on the 15th, reports a meeting there in the

celebrated Nibbelink case will he

now

is

List of letters remaining in the Post insurance $5,800.

The

A dispatch

)ast< was

tried over again in the circuit court,

a very

changed again. Mr. Van den Bosch

WARD

FIRST

DRUG STORE,

all either resumed

ing employment to many who have

social which was hold at the M. E.

financialsuccess.

city. This

some time, have nearly

dosed for

well attended and enjoyed, and considered a

Last Wednesday and Thursday, it was small cob.
quite hot again. The thermometer rangA fire occurredat Whitehall, Mich., on
ing among the nineties^Splendid corn
Thursday morning last, destroying ten
weather, “ they say.”
buildings on Lake street. Loss $10,000;

Alex. Ried, Miss Merry Manley.

ooerations^or will shortly do so, thus giv-

Viresland is Church, on Wednesday evening

a new kind of coru which has

office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 21st, 1879:

Last Sunday night we had a slight
touch of frost, but uo damage was re-

ear of ripe corn was shown us
this

cotton mills in the noiglihurhood

fered from their enforced idleness.

of paint, which im-

Wm. Smith of

by Mr.

evening, September 1st, at 7 p. m.

The

ported.

fif-

appearanceconsiderably.

its

The

at the

new coat

bunch of ripe grapes was laid

of Baltimore, which have been

__

teen horses.

first

6u our desk by Mr. Geo. H. Sipp.
- -r- -

-

a

Satur-

day morning last, bringing with him
_____

While we

home on

is at

visit.

again this week.

Mrs. Rev. E. C. Ogoel,

The

is couvalescnf.

the following in substance:

ANIl-BILIS AND EXPECTORANTPILLS

broke out on Wednesday morning

dry lumber

-A.1TD

pile of clear stuff, belong-

ing to Mr. H. Ebmeyer, caused it is pre- Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
itshoud be) promptly highly recommended as an elocutionist, The schooner Kate Howard w
removed by using Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup. will give some recitations in the M. E. launched on Monday last, and is almost sumed by the tow-boats which tie up to
Prencrlptlonscarefully compoundat all hours,
86-ljr
Price 25 cents per bottle.
Church, on Saturday evening, August 30. ready to “plow the raging main.” We the dock close by. Although the alarm day or

when

the cause

(ns

is

night.

Admission,25 cents.

Who

to earn the

We

chances we take of accident and

at the

hope Mr. Storing

does not often feel almost terrified
call the attention of our readers to

the advertisement of theSaugatuck House.

mon

kerosene

Mr. Billings is just the kind of

when

a safe lamp, reasonable in price, can

be had at the stores, that people

They

Lamp.

For

buy

& AySteketee.

sale at P.

man

The

that

the traveling community wish to meet.

Ho

it.

with the Harris & Smith

feel safe

a

never tires of endeavoring to please

his guests, and tells

you the only reliable

route to take to reach the village.

to a series^)

occurredin

The Railway

i

the article of last week, giving

the names of teachersengaged for the

vil-

A MONTH guaranteed,$12 a day at
home made by the Industrious. Capital
..not required;wo will start you. Men.
v v v women, boys and girls make money faster
at work for us than nt anythingelse. The work is
light and pleasant,and such as anyone can go right
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
•end us their addresses at once and see for them
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now is tno
time. Those already nt work are laying np large
sums of money. Address TRUE <fc CO., Agusta,

been expending lage turned out to fight the fire-fiend, the
lumber pile was destroyed, likewisethe

icehouse of Mr. Chas. Miller. The

sur-

premises around the Reformed

rounding buildings were more or less
church nt Overysel have been vastly imdamaged by fire or water. The fight was
proved of late, aud a nice new picket
a hard one to save the village. The damfence has been built along its front.
age falls heavily upon Mr. Ebmeyer, who
Corn promises an abundant harvest in

Maine.

has the sympathy of the community, and

this

Owing

will be

money he has

on her.

death in our families by using the com-

lamp. No wonder now

successful enough was sounded instanter^nd the whole

—Vanderbilt is
the Railway King, hut Petiit’sEye Salve
is the King of Patent medicines,on In-

township.

wc hereby extend ours. The whole dam-

King

Communicationsare still coming in
thick and fast, that some of them had

to

be about $2,000.

is

A Large and Fine

estimated by our correspondentto

so

age

ensuing year by the Board of Education, fallible Remedy for Granulation of the be laid over for next week. We have
You can’t take up an Eastern paper but
we arc in honor bound to give the cor- Lids. Ulceration of the Glands,* Film and among others, one of Mr. L. Van Putten
what you notice the opening of n new era
rected list: Principal, Prof. Bangs; assist- weakness of Vision. Reliable, Effectual, and Mr. W. J. Minderhout, dated Montol prosperityIn almost all branches of
ants, Miss K. Ledeboer, Miss M. S. Row- Safe. Price 25 cent^.' Sold by T. E. gomery, Ala. Both of these young genindustry, and with this picture,cherished
ley, Miss N. Wakker, Miss F. Garrod, Annis & Co., Druggists and Apotheca- tlemen seem to enjoy themselves in the
of course, vividly before our mind we
Miss L. Cappon, Mrs. J. E. Higgins, Miss ries, Holland, Mich.
“ sunny south.”/
walked into the brick yard of Messrs.
E. Bangs, Miss M. Lefebre, Miss M.
We
notice
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roberson
of Veneklasen & Sons, in the eastern part of
The following are the arrivals and.
Myrick, Miss C. C. Allen in Ward school,
Louisville, Ky., sojourning among us. the township of Holland. Its situation is
clearances
as reported at the custom house
Mr. II. Doesburg (Holland language).
Mr. Roberson is president of a National beautiful,being so handy for shipment—
up to Thursday night:

We have

received a

new

package of

hank

ARRIVED.

wheat from the Cleveland Seet^oinpany, An". 15-Schr.Four Broi*., Chicago,32

New Queen
would like some of our

which

of Tennessee,

•* Ifi—

Wheat.” We

is

called "

“

19—
2u-

”

edit, stone.

Dawn, Chicutfo,32 eds. stone.
Buray, ChlcHgo, 2.'i carbovsvilro).

“

Wollln, Chicago, light.

CLEARED.

enterprising farmers to try this wheat, and

mentioned.Mrs. and naturally so, being on the side of a
Roberson is a sister of Mr. Wm. H. Dem- mountain. Here also, everything was
ing of this city, who had not seen each bustle and business. Two machines were
other for the past thirty years. It was a running, making over 40,000 brick per
happy meeting.
day, aud tliiee kilns wore burning; every-

“

It

rate. Some of the mills are running night

shows

cents less for

No. 1. Our grain dealers pay 89 cents for

running a boat line to Chicago— [would

for Extra,

and one or two

to

Monday next

of Mr. F. J.

Lamb

as a manufacturer is

McGrath of

Both the above topics will be open

The demand

for his cheese

a. m., business

10:30 a. m., service and sermon

greater than he can supply, at a price a

by the Dr. Schelby of

shade higher than the regular market. It

Gillespie aud several

is

some of the orchards, but they

fight the

for disease without mercy— taking

up and

in

discussionto anyone present. Wednes-

reaping a good harvest for himself and day, August 27, 9
the farmers.

Battle Creek.

the proprietors are unable to
as fast ns they are received.
to

fill

They calculate

that

difficulty in

When we entered the village wo found
denim, considerable excitementabout an election
Bishop being held to decide where to locate the

Paw Paw.
clergymenare

ex-

new

to be

to

EXCURSIONS

Closing Out Sale

The Staunch and Noble

bor this season, whs

and as soon

Don’t forget the band excursion
Spring Lake on next Saturday, August

to

30,

in position.

now occupies one of the

sunk ou Friday last,
can be procured

CAPT.

SUMMER goods

command

of Capt. R.

Brittain. Savidge’s Park,

a

C.

|al

W. W.

can

Summer

enjoy a basket pic-nic. nine north of Manistee harbor, where he

trip,

who

patronize the excur-

more

tl&n their money’s

all

sion will get

hardware dealer, and

rietor of the

want to

band. The excursion

French Novelties at Cost.

our Summer Dress Goods

at Cost.

is

Summer Shawls

at Cost.

ing

ams

it

is

run-

on temperance principles,and

Mr. J.
seat,

Sluiter,

and by a

Aling and

business fair. (See advertisement on

business. |

call the attention of .'bur morning the fire company and their friends

were sitting on the back
jolt the seat

his heavy load of wheat, ho will not easily Germans, called the “Arbeiter Understuts-

back with him,
nd that he will have
it

and

to take the

must have got
•rice that is offered in this city,

loose, for it tipped

backward throwing

both' the ladies out of the wagon, head
first. Mrs. J.

Aling escaped with

a general

will ing

Verein.” Going up the

same noticed several old

river,

we

-

A

Don’t forget the Moonlight

Ex-

:

HOW

LOST,

HOW

RESTORED

&r

This Lecture should be in the hands ol
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent free under seal, In a plain envelope,to any
address,
Address the
12-lv

Parasols at Cost.

Publishers,

Linen Suits and Dusters

Tit

at
il

CHITEBWELL HEEICAL E0„

Aao Bt., New York; Post Office Box. i586.

Suits at Cost.
Manufacturersof

In

fact,

everything in the

Thli bona fide redaction will give all those

DOORS, SASH,
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

Having recently parchased tho Phoenix Planing
Mill, arc now better prepared than ever to do
all kinds of

who

are in want of any of the above named goods a

‘

Scroll

chance to aave from 15 to S5 per cent.

Sawing of all kinds
done to order.

and very condition who have outlived tbeir day of

once felt in
and wheat them is now centered in the raising of
yers are competing very strong, and fruit, etc. Many features of interest we
ly every cent for wheat there is in it.
are compelled to skip for want of room,
tils city offers at present as good a wheat
arket, fruit market and produce market but which we hope to touch upon at a

I «uch tricksv Our

millers

city wiih

your grain, and

try it.

Also Planing, Hatching and

Comer Canal & Bronson

Resawing.

St.

future occasion.

The

finest kind

at 75 ecu is.

!

BAT on the radlcof curs (without mediclne) of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, EpiJ.
epsy and Pits inducedby self-lndnlgence or sexnal
extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty year*’ successful practice, that the alarming conseqncncea of
self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthe dangerous use of Internal medicineor the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of enre at once
simple,certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and rarfl-

mills in a dilapidated

of white shirts ever
called to relieve the, sufferers. AlilieTjour and caps, or groceries for it, just as cheap brought to tliii town are now for sale at
as in the city of Grand Rapids, and in E J. Harrington. The boso ns and cubs
of going to press, both are feMog much
many instancescheaper. Come to this are 4-plv, and the body of the finest fabric,

belter.

BROUWER.

fien less. We warn you! don’t be caught usefulness,and the interest

around the head and back, and
Mrs. J. Sluiter struck on her head and
shoulder, breaking her colar bone. They
i there is along the entire lake shore, and
were immediately brought to town, and ho seller can have his cash or buy drythe assistance of Dr. R. A. Schoutenwwr goods. hoots and shoes, hardware, hats
bruising

F. R.

On Tuesday

fanners to the fact that they are often led

‘ake

CAPT.

re-

occurred which might have resulted fatally
J.

returning.For further particularsapply to

eatiy.

doing a good

-m

two of their party. Mrs.

barges $20.00.
Parties can choose their own lime for going and

%

astray by erroneous market reports from

to

Lake and Lake Michigan, $5.00. For Sunday
School excursions or large excursionparties with

HANSOM

went to Grand Haven on an excursion.
We had no time to spare to visit Douglas, line of Spring and Summer
will leave this city at 9:30 a. in.
abroad. To illustratethis, we will any although had the pleasure to meet its Goods will be offered at prime
that we recently saw It reported that Grand principal business man, Mr. H. B. Moore,
While Mrs. J. Aling and
nd /aaughW,
Rapids paid more for wheat than our mil- to whose business tact and energy that cost, as we do not intend ’to
Mrs. J. Sluiter, of Kalamazoo,
nnothe
), and anothef
lers and wheat buyers. This is not so. village owes a great deal. The Societies carry them over.
lady, were driving along the road, near
Such reports are circulated to catch the were all flourishing,and a new one has
Hamilton, on Thursday last, an accident
farmer. Once he is io Grand Rapids with lately been added, consisting mostly of
worth, aud help the

Is in readinessto run for privateexcursions
during the season of ’70, anytime, except Sundays,
and Is also preparedto take Sabbath School picnics on largo barges fitted up for that purpose.
Price for taking patties to the mouth of Black

18-tf

Fellows’

Saugatuck house aod

doing a good

We

BROUWER,

Granadines at Cost.

another page.) The former proprietor,
The boat will stop at Grand Haven, both is to commence the construction of a new,
Cost.
Mr. John Wilson, is keeping a temperance
going and returning, to accommodateany harbor. Although late in the season t
saloon, and Mr. Chas. Miller still keeps
who may wish to remain there during the commence such work, we hope Mr. Burl
his “ Globe *’ as beautiful as ever, and is Lawtf
day. • As the fare is only 50 cents for the will be successful.
round

F. R

Silks nt«Cost.

usiness. Mr. E. D. Billings is now pro*

beautiful Burke, who has hud charge of this harbor,

grove on the north side of Spring Lake, has been called away, and left yesterday
has been secured for the occasion, where for Portage Lake, situated about eight or
excursionists

Odd

Mr. D. L. Barber continues
in the old place, and reports
sincss as good. Mr. Nies is the princi-

a better con-

period, to our knowledge. Mr.

and largest

[is business

on board the steamer G. P. Heath of Sail- dition now than it has been at any former
gatuck, under

earner

cursions.

llock; and

also be placed

Our harbor is in

finest

tores along the shore, in the

as the stone

for the third one that will

bt

!

!

twi-liq-ht

-OF-

some improvements.Mr. A. B. Taylor All

extend the piers of our bar

well ?

HEROLD.

1877.

STEAMBOAT

vious visit we noticed several changes and

second crib of the three which an

sunk

1,

disposingof twice

amount.

engine-house aud town-hall. “On

that the farmers pected. A cordial and general invitation the hill,” or “ Down on the flats,” and the
are beginning to understandthat they can is extended to the citizensof Holland.
fiats won by three to one. Since our pre-

The

US.

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

manufacture3,000,000during the season,

and see no

CALL AND SEE

burning the sick trees root and branch.

was gratifyingto hear

make more money by giving their milk
t«* tiie cheese factory than to make butter.
Why can’t the Fillmore factory do as

Eionrn Street, City ok Holland.

?

the orders

meeting.

<ul

HEROLD,

E.

\\

jar. In spite of the increased capacity,

At Cost.

ously clean and neat, anj the institution the Rev. J. T.

at

-:o:-

freightswill go

in a flourishingcondition.Tne reputation

Just received

A Complete a-sortmentof Children's and Infants’
shoos for full and winter,and a full Hue of
Ladles’ and Gentleman'swear.

A CONVOCATION will be held nt Grace we had a Brittain].We had the pleasure
(Episcopal) church, as follows: Tuesday, to see the steamer Heath come in, back
up five cents per 100 Ibijj or three cents
Atigust 24, at 4 i*. m., service, and address
from her first trip since she was rebuilt.
per bushel, so that unless the price of
to children, by clergymenpresent. 7:30 We did not recognize her; she is enlarged
wheat rises in New York, the price must
r. M., address
The Christian House- and is almost entirely rebuilt,and us good
necessarily decline three cents here.
In order to reduce our stock and make preparahold," by the Rev. G. D. E. Mortimer of as new. The shipment of peaches has lion for an extensive Fall Trade, we offer the entire
balanceof our stock of Summer Goods at actual
A call at Vireslandcheese factory was Grand Rapids. Address— s‘ The Cultiva- just commenced.We were sorry to hear cost.
tion
of
Literary
Tastes
in
a
Parish,”
by
refreshing. We found everything scrupulthat the yellows has made its appearance
car lots. On

---

OF

SOOTS & SHOES
—
—

his

run the mill regularly for the next year, credit is due and is given to Capt. Ralph
C. Brittain for his energy in building and
at least.

day, Grand Rapids merchants paid 90 cents

—

thing works systematically and without1 ft

wonderful will-power and endurance and day. Saugatuck is blessed with a lot
to 89 cents for No. 1. This is nine cents in the time of a great emergency. The of small steamers trading to different
under Detroit, but less than wheat can be mill is now running all right, and the pro- points,hut her pride is in her two large
shipped for to that point. On the same prietor feels confident that he will be able steamers—the Brittain and Heath. Great
of Detroit,and our dealers paid from 88

stock:

IfcTIEJW

in the city above

Aug. 15— Schr. Four Bros.. Chicago.Si cds. wood.
whereas we have a package of 1,000 grains
•* lb—
Dawn, Chicago, 70 cds. wood.
In the course of this week we had occa** 19— ** Spray, Chicago, 1.000 railroad ties.
on our desk, we will give it away in two
“ 2U— “ Wollin, Chicago, Sj.lM) feet ash sion to visit Saugatuck,and we are happy
or three parcels to the first comers. The
luinher.
to say found It alive and prospering.At
above mentioned seed company claims for
The City Mills were again shut down every visit we feel more and more conit that it will produce from sixty to eighty
for forty-eighthours this week, in order to vinced that the attention of most of them
bushels per acre, and of being capable of
make thorough repairs to the boiler and is being drawn with increasing interestto
producing the best kind of flour. It is
machinery. Mr. John Becker, the hero the permanent advantages of agriculture,
worth trying at any rate.
of the last “explosion,”worked from five and especiallyfruit. Lumbering however
On Wednesday the 20th, the best No. 1 o’clock Tuesday morning until ten o’clock is not forsaken, but is going ut a good

wheat was quoted at 98 cents, in the city Thursday night, without sleep.

ifl-jy

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Any one of the above article*made to order to
any size or meaanre on abort notice and at Grand
Kaplde prices.

Cor.

Strictly

One Price Store.

River & Tenth

sts.
•,

38-1?

PETTY CAKES.

gennity of those useless-lookinglittle j little vacuum where the stomach onght in the State of Ohio, where they took (her husband will swear this), she reads
up their abode about a year since, and any chapter in the Bible readily, prohands of hers. Pve seen the same dress f to have been.
BT HATTIK *. B. CEE BBT.
and hat turned into almost every shape “You’ve got nothing, sir. I stepped' inquiringfor the home of Dr. Eastlake, nouncing correctly and distinctly, pay'Tin not the mighty ctUrict,
imuginable;and yet there is not a more on you and wakened you up, that’s all.” you will be directed to a; lovely stone ing attention to punctuation points, etc.
That HwellB »nd Mirge§ lor a day,
“Golly, massa, ’lows you must be cottage, embowered in evergreens and She preaches nearly all the while, uses
stylish young lady makes her appearThen cent)* with its tury spent.
That wean the flinty rack away.
ance on S -- avenue than Miss Lilian ’staken, kase ye’d killed me suah if ye’d blooming flowers, its vine-covered the choicest words, and displays great
stepped on me,” and the boy measured porches and cozy bay windows over- wisdom and knowledge in the handlin g
Percival.”
•>rt« not the griefs which tempest like
Sweep through the soul with mighty strength,
“And, pray, why doesn’t Miss Lilian the Judge’s portly proportions with his looking the bright, flashing stream on of different subjects. Although no
Then by God's mercy are assuaged,
Percival go to work and earn now great dilated eyes and therewith set up whose bank it is situated — a bridal Mason, she knows all the mysteries of
That leave their lines in greatestlength.
clothes, instead of manufacturing them a renewed wail of, “It’s de feber, it’s de present from Uncle Hugh to Lilian— that mysterious craft by heart. Dozens
But constant dropping weareth stone,
out of old ones?” interruptedthe Judge. feber. I feel it yit. Oh, Lordy, it’s and, should you enter, if it be in the of Masons have gone to see her, and
Howe’er minute the drops may be,
“Teach
school, clerk, or do anything re- caught little black Sam dis time suah.” morning, ’you will probably find the they all come away dumbfounded. Her
And the petty cares and griefs of life
And the Judge, finding any attempt lady of the house in the neat, conven- husband has come to the conclusion
Wear upon our minds continually.
spectable. This toil to keep up appearto
convince him to the contraryuseless, ient little kitchen, with sleeves pinned that she is a witch. She has attempted
ances out of nothing is the worst toil in
Yet there ia no escape from them
passed into the vacant room just in above the dimpled, white arms, busily acts of violence, but, as yet, has done
They follow us both night ind day,
the world."
Making such havoc of. our live*
“True, true,” acquiesced Herbert, front of him. * In a moment he heard a engaged in preparing some favorite no harm. He, with outside assistance,
As moth worms make upon their prey,
with a flushed face. “Lilian appreciates very sweet voice talking to little Sam, dish lor the doctor, whom, Uncle Hugh at one time tried to incarcerate her in
Ho face but sometime wears their mark,
the state of affairs, and would gladly do who rose comforted, and followed the declares, she will persist in spoiling, one of the rooms of the house, but the
No form but bows beneath their weight,
despite all his warnings to the contrary. doors became unmanageable and
so
would her parents consent; but they voice into the adjoining room.
No eye but dims with tears they etart,
The twilight deepened and Judge Or, should you call in the evening, you wouldn’t stay locked. She hasr’t slept
Alike they haunt both small and groat.
are extremely aristocratic,and will hear
to nothing of the kind. Lilian has Matherton still sat at his open window. will find her on the front porch, with in eighteen days and nights, and during
The monarch on his dazzling throne,
begged and pleaded to be allowed to seek He was thinking, thinking. It seemed husband and uncle, enjoying the fresh, that time has taken but a few morsels
The peasant in hts lowly cot,
Must each his separateburden bear,
a position, as you recommend, but has as if his whole life was passing in review cool air, her fingers busy with the fa- of food. Hundreds are flocking to sec
Neither troubled at the other’slot.
only succeeded in being sternly forbid- before him, but of all that haunted vorite knitting work ; herself as fresh, the frenzied woman.”
But though we are beset with cares,
den to mention the subject in the pres- him most was the grieved, troubled face piquant,lovely as ever, in the dainty,
Let’s look for comfort from above;
ence of either father or mother. Her of his nephew, as he last saw it that still-favored puffs, ruffles and frizzes.
WAR ON THE MORMONS.
Clouds will not always darken down,
Bdbunell, in.
For heaven Is fair and God is love.
parents are both of the most refined and morning, scarce two months before.
PiTTsriELD, Mass.
[WashingtonTelegram.]
highly cultured of people, and naturally Then he thought of the little white
Mr. H&jm expresses the greatest confidence
How He Destroyed His Usefulness.
shrink from tneir daughter being paper laid so carefully away in his
PUFFS, RUFFLES AMD FRIZZES.
brought in contact with people of all trunk, which cut Herbert Eastlake off
A deacon of a prominent Connecti- in being able to break up the institutionof polygamy. He has been very much surprisedto
without
a
cent,
and
made
the
Edukinds
and
character.”
cut church, whose pastor had resigned,
BY LIZZIE R. M’KINNEY.
“ Unfortnnato— unfortunateall of itl” cational Institute, of his native State, recently met a Hartford divine, when learn that the number of Mormons actually
practicing polygamy is so small In the city
“See! There— there she is— that ejaculatedthe Judge. “ Culture,aris- richer by $50,000. He got up with a the followingconversation ensued:
hardened
face
and
began
hastily
pacing
“I was sorry to hear that Brother of Salt Lake there are only twelve PolygamisU.
young lady in blue with the little gold- tocracy and poverty are a bad combinathe floor, when suddenly, on the sultry Blank had resigned. I had always Throughout the Territory there is, of course, a
tion.
Now,
my
dear
boy,
take
my
aden curls around her face; isn’t she pervice and give up this fanciful idea of evening air, there floated in from the liked him. He is regarded as a very much larger number. It haa been Mr. Hayes’
fectly bewitching?”
intention to do all bo could to break
“Who? where? what?” and the yours. Love, moonshine, and music do next room the notes of that tender able man, isn’t he?”
pleading
hymn,
“Even
Me,”
sung
in
very
well
to
talk
and
read
about;
but
“We-1-1, y-e-s” (hesitating). “Oh, up polygamy from the first of his administragentleman’s companion turned around
tion, but be could not. »ct until the test case of
soft, low, tender tones, by the sweetest ye-es, he’s an able man.”
for
practical
purposes
are
very
debiliin a somewhat bewildered manner.
Key no di had been diepoecdof. It is now pro“But he is a first-ratepreacher, isn’t posed at the oomirg full term of court in Utah
“Why, Lilian Percival to be sure! tating diet. Leave Miss Lilian to some voice he had ever heard ; suddenly turnto have every polygamistin Halt Lake City inThe young lady of whom I was telling one who can enjoy the luxnry. For in- ing he followedthe sound of the voice, he?”
stance, that elderly cavalier, with whom and in a moment stood on the threshold
“W-e-1-1, y-e-s, he’s a very good dicted and prosecuted It is thought that such
yon. Come -and be introduced.”
a vigorous policy will persuade the Mormoua
“Ah! I remember the young lady she is so industriouslyflirtingat this of the next room unobserved. The only preacher.”
to renounce polygamy. If that is d;)n*
“And he’s a man of the highest there will bo no further trouble. The
whose perfectionswere detailed to mo present moment. He looks as if he occupants of the room, beside the occupant of the bed, were little Sam, again Christiancharacter,so we, have always Mormons will bo left undisturbed in their
in full last night, but I must confess, might, judging from his heavy goldreligion,except in this plural ty of marriages.
fast asleep on the floor, and a fair golden- thought here.”
headed
cane
and
that
monstrous
dianephew, that I am much disappointed
The Mormons claim that this is a part of their
haired girl, petite in form, clad in a long,
“We-11, ye-es. Oh, yes, he’s a good re’igion,but this administrationwill refuse to
in the lady and also in the judgment mond on his little finger.”
“ Uncle, you must not speak care- flowing white wrapper, who at that mo- Christian.”
recognize it, and will enforce the laws of th*
displayedby you in the selection of a
ment hushed her song to bathe the
“But there must be something the United Htatee nj>on the subject of marriage*.
wife, for I believe you stated that your lessly of Lilian Percival,” said Herbert,
fevered brow and hands of the sufferer. matter, deacon ? Why do you hesitate Whatever resistance is made by the Mormon*
choice had fallen on this Miss Percival.” rising hastily. “ She is my betrothed
will he useless, as the prosecutions will be most
“Sing ‘Even Me ; Yes, Even Me,’ ” and so, and say, ‘We-11, ye-es?’ has Brother rigidly enforced until the Mormons will agroo
“Yes, uncle, to be sure, but I must wife, and I cennot hear even you speak
confess that I am amazed, astonished, lightly of her. That gentleman with the great eyes of the dying waman were Blank been guilty of anything wrong? to conform to the laws that controlthe rest of
the country.
astounded, etc. Disappointed in Lilian whom she is talking is a millionaire, raised pleadinglyto the fair face beside I know of a cimrch that I think he is
[Salt Lake Telegram. J
her,
and
as
the
girl
turned
to
reach
for,
whose
hand
and
fortune
she
refused
just
the
man
for,
and
I
mean
to
recomPercival! The very idea is amusing.
Apostle Joseph F. Smith, in the Salt Lake
Why, uncle, do you know that the only only a few days ago ; so, if money were the chair just behind her a moonbeam mend him very highly. Have you any Tal>ernacle,yesterday afternoon,delivered a
fear I have had was that my handsome her only desire, she had the opportunity strugglingin through the window oppo- reason to suppose that he would not furious speech,which has greatly added to th«
bachelor uncle would be captivated at of gratifying it. But I presume this site threw its silvery gleam just across give satisfaction?”
populiar excitement. Ho said the Morher face and revealedto J udge Mather“Well, doctor, Mr. Blank is all yon
first sight, and carry off my little Lilian conversation might as well be disconmons had met their enemies with their
before my very eyes, and I be forced to tinued, as it is not especiallysatis- ton, standing back in the shadow, none say about him, but I’m afraid he’s not own weapon, tho Bible, and defeated them
other
than
Lilian
Percival.
At
that
factory
to
either
of
ns.
Will
you
join
calculated to make a successful pastor every time. Our enemies, not content
stand meekly by, powerless to prevent
with defeat,have pen-ecutod and maligned
Miss Lilian with
I should be moment the most humble and sincere in the country.”
it ; but come, let us hear what has caused
us and driven us from our settlementsin Misprayer
of
many
year;
for
forgiveness
went
very
happy
to
introduce
you
”
“Why
not,
deacon?
You
surprise
this sudden opinion,”and, taking his
souri and Illinoisfor no cause whatever. By
Not this morning— thanks,” said the up from that proud heart, wafted heav- me very much.”
uncle’s arm, Herbert Eastlake turned in
these aW.miuablo acts these people have been
an opposite direction from the group of Judge, rising haughtily. “In fact, Ber- enward with the tender pleading refrain,
“Weil, I will tell you one reason. ,JIij. subjected to hardships almost unparalleled.
Blank lived next to a neighbor whose 1 Ite speaker enlarged upon tho part he had
Thou miirht’st leave me. but the rather
which Lilian Percival was the center. bert, as you have already seen, I most
borne in these persecutions and said ho did not
Let TJiy mercy (all on me,
hens and chickens bothered him very want to see such terrible cruelties repeated.
“You surely can not deny,” he con- heartily disapprove of this infatuation,
tinued, “that she is exquisitely beauti- simply from the fact that I have before sung by the low, tender voice at the much by digging up his garden. He We have been turningthe “other cheek” long
ful, interestingand lovely in appear- seen men who were among God’s bedside. Accidentally turning his spoke about it several times, but it did enough, and it is now about time to chango our
noblest works, both married and single, head, he saw that another had noise- no good ; those fowls kept in his garden policy. Wo have been foully misrepresented
ance?”
and spit upon. We have suffered the presence
“No, that I do not deny, and can but ruined by vain, frivolous,helpless lessly entered the room, and, looking all the time. And what do you think of that damnable sheet among us, which would
acknowledge that the young lady cer- women. Hence, if this matter goes on, still closer in the dim light, recognized ho did? Instead of shooting some of not bo borne in any other community. We
have submitted to its abuse and misrepresentatainly possesses all those attributes aud it must be without any encouragement Herbert Eastlake standing with bowed them or building a high fence around
tions long enough, and now it must be stopped,
from
me,
either
personally,
verbally
or
head
as
he,
too,
recognized
the
preshis
garden,
he
came
here
to
Hartford
is altogether as lovely a little bundle of
irins was greeted with “Amen!" from the
puffs, ruffles and frizzes as one could financially.”And, with a stiff bow, ence of death. One more step on the and bought the best game-cock he could whole congregatioa] The gun-shops have
wish to see,” aud he smiled somewhat Judge Mathertonturned and, with his soft, noiseless carpet and Herbert’s find, and took him home and turned been busy selling firearms and taking old ones
to repair.
sarcastically, “but, my dear boy, I was most stately air of displeasure, left the hand was caught in a warm, close clasp, him loose in the garden. The next
park.
and
he
was
silently
drawn
nearer
the
day
that
neighbor
heard
a
great
comlooking at her from the standpointof
From Little to Urcat.
what your wife ought to be, the wife of
And Herbert Eastlake, as he crossed bed, which at that moment was flooded motion among the poultry, and, when
In 1847, the ship New Era was
a poor young physician, with name and over to join Lilian, felt that he had of- in a bright, silvery light by the now ho looked over the fence, there were all
wrecked
off Deal, N. J. Three hunwell-risen
moon,
revealing
distinctly
ochis hens and chickens lying in wiudfortune both to make. Pardon me, but fended his trneftt friend on earth— exdred
emigrants
were in the steerage,
cupant
and
attendant.
The
latter
was
lows,
and
that
game-cock
walking
over
it seems a very thoughtlessjudgment in cept the little blue-eyed girl who had so
such an one to select for a wife a w’om- effectually entwined herself around his recognized— the Jndge knew by the the bodies and crowing. Now, you and the Captain, to “keep order,” as he
an who, from all appearances, must heart-strings.A friend with whom it tightened clasp on his hand— as his can’t say that that was un-Christian said, nailed down the hatchways tight.
prove a beautifuland expensive toy, ; was a pet hobby that every one should nephew stepped forward,though not a conduct, but it was certainly calculated He and part of the crew then escaped
rather than the earnest helpmeet the be capable of making their own way sound was uttered. A weary sigh os to destroy Mr. Blank’s usefulness in to shore, but the ship, with its throbbing freight of shrieking, praying hqwife of every poor young man should through the world entirely upon their the singer ceased— a murmured, “Even that Beclion”— Hartford Courant.
man beings, went to the bottom. It is
be,” and a great deal of stress was laid own responsibility.Yet one who had me. Let Thy mercy— mercy a slight
The Irish Language.
said that the Captain grew old before
on the word poor, much to Herbert’s ever been generous and kind to him; fluttering only, and the bright, radiant
annovance.
had educated
taken every moonbeams there smiled in upon the
In a paper recently read before the his time, and crept through but a few
Not appearing to notice, he replied, pains to prepare him for a life work, lifelessclay of another of the many Statistical Society, Mr. Ravenstein miserable years, starting at a shadow,
though rather warmly
which it was distinctly understoodhe whose spirits had winged their flight states that the Celtic portion of the aud thinking that every sound was the
“But are you not judging rather hast- was to accomplishby himself. It was from out the stricken city that summer’s population of the British isles makes a cry of his drowning victims.
But this was not the end. It would
fly my dear uncle? Let me suggest a favorite remark of his that, of all evening.
total of nearly 2,200,000 souls, of whom
As Lilian turned from the bed she nearly one-half are Welsh. Further, seem as if that dying cry had been
that you make the acquaintance of the things that most delighted him, was to
young lady before you form opinions see a young man taking hold of life in was caught in the arms of Herbert we are told that in 1851 there were few heard in heaven, and had not failed to
you may some day regret. As for Lilian earnest; buttling with adversity,and, Eastlake.
Irish countiesin which the old language bring down a blessing.
“My darling, my darling,” he cried, had altogether died out ; the localities An old farmer who saw the shipPercival, I have known her long and finally, through his own hard struggles,
well, and am convinced that she is pos- win the victory and make life a success. “how came you here in the midst of in which Irish was then spoken makes wreck, and was appalled by it, went to
sessed of a trne nobility of character All through his own energetic efforts, this terrible pestilence? May God pre- a total area of nearly 10,000 square the Congressmanfrom that district
that will yet shine ont bright and un- and such Herbert knew were his ideas serve and spare you,” and he held her miles, with a population not far under (Mr. William Newell), told him the
dimmed by surroundings, whether of concerning himself, yet he had always tightly, as if fearing she, too, might van- 1,500,000,of whom 69.3 per cent, spoke story, and urged him to do something
poverty or luxury, and despite the un- been perfectly conscious of the fact ish away. “How long have you been Irish, while in 1871 the Irish area had to stop tho frightful sacrifice of life on
fortunate puffs, ruffles and frizzes.”
sunk below 6,000 square miles, with a the coast.
that, should he ever need a friend, among the sick?” he inquired.
Teasels stranded or wrecked had
“Since yesterdaymorning. I was populationunder 600,000, of whom
“Come, come, my boy, I have no he would never turn in vain to his
quarrel with the frizzes and ruffles, ever Uncle Hugh, and now he had gone from about to leave the city, when I accident- about 63 per cent., or considerably less then no succor except such as the fishso necessaryto woman’s happiness, pro- him in anger. Herbert felt grieved and ally discovered the terrible extent of than 400,000, spoke Irish only. Lastly, ermen in their boats could give. On
vided their possessors also have some of disappointed,but the cloud soon melted suffering, and instantly felt that my it appears that probably not 5,000 per- the lee-shore of New Jersey alone, the
the more practical commodities of life, awuy in the sunshine of Lilian’s bright place was here among the poor suffer- sons throughout Ireland were then able deaths from shipwreck amounted to
nr provided these dainty little packages smiles, as she rallied him on his forlorn ers. Y ou know 4 blessed is ho that gives to read an Irish book, and not a single thousands annually.
Mr. Newell procured an appropriaof flesh and blood are possessed by appearance. As he looked down into even a cup of cold water.’”
Irish newspaper was being published.
It seemed then to the two gentlemen, This contrasts stronglywith the Welsh, tion from Congress for surf-boats, etc.,
some one who can afford useless and ex- her bright face, he felt that all else was
pensive ornaments.”
nothing compared with her love. And as they looked down upon Lilian Perci- who print over thirty newspapers and for the use of people on shore in saving
“Such a person, for instance, as the she, foolish child, looking up into his val standing there, so slight, pale and periodicals of various kinds, while the life. What is everybody’s duty is noHon. Hugh Matherton, of the Supreme earnest brown eyes, was thinking that spirit nolle, in the soft moonlight, that Welsh in America have several flour- body’s, and the fishermen neglected
it had turned into a halo of glory ishing newspapers and hold eisteddfods theirs for six years, when the wreck of
Court, who possesses very extensive very same thing in regard to himself.
financial resources, and who is at presTwo months later, in July, as Judge around her. Herbert turned and pre- without number in the country of their the Powhatan on Monasquan beach,
ent visitinghis nephew, Dr. Herbert Matherton got off the train at Mem- sented his uncle, who, taking Lilian’s adoption. We have no statisticsof the with 400 souls on board, roused ConEastlake, at Memphis, Tenn.,” inter- phis, after an extended trip to the far little hand in both of his, almost crushed Celtic element in North America, gress again.
rupted Herbert, with rather a bitter South, he found hlmse’f a prisoner in ii in his warm, hearty grasp. Herbert’s though it is well known to be consider- The fife-savingservice was establisfied,
smile, as they seated themselve on a that almost-deserted city. The yellow face revealeda look of extreme satisfac- able, bnt, so far as concerns the Irish which, in 1871, under its present chief,
shaded rustic seat on the opposite side fever, that dread destroyer,'was at work. tion, almost of triumph, as his uncle portion of it, there would be no great Sumner Kimball, was thoroughlyorof the park from where the conversa- The death angel was abroad in the land, ejaculated, “Praise the Lord for such a error in supposing that the Irish lan- ganized. It is now the best system in
gathering from out the household, the woman.”
tion had begun.
guage loses ground among the emi- the world for saving life on the coast.
A complete cordon of stations i* esThe next morning, as Herbert was grants much faster than among those
“Don’t try to entangle ypur old hedges and the highways, regardlessof
uncle in the web of tender passion, condition or rank. The only sounds alone in his room, his uncle came in, left behind in Ireland.— T/ie Athenoe- tablished along the Atlantic, part of the
Pacific and lake coasts, manned for
'Herbert,my boy. Every dog has his that greeted Judge Matherton as he and, after some little conversation,ab- wn.
ruptly
inquired,
“
When
do
you
expect
nine months with able surfmen* ®nd
day, and I’ve had mine long ago, when passed up the deserted streets were the
Strange Hallucinations*
equipped with life-cars, boats, mortars
.you were a mere toddler, but, you know, groans of the sick and wails for the to many Lilian Percival?”
Herbert’shandsome face perceptibly
Geo. C. Western, who lately returned for shooting a ball, and line signals,
‘The best-laid plans oft gang aglee,’ dead, floatingout from the windows
elongated,
as
he
answered,
with
a
sigh
:
to
Albany, Ga., from a trip through the etc. The loss of life has been reduced
and I think, had I possessed better open to let in a purer atmosphere,
“I
presume
not
likely
for
four
or
Seventh
district of Worth county, de- yearly from thousands to units, a work
which
itself
seemed
freighted
with
dis.judgment in those days, I might to-day
have been a happier man than honor ease aud death. As he ran up the mar- five vears, bnt Lilian is willing to wait scribes a strange case of hallucination which perhaps might never have been
and extensive financial resources alone ble steps of the Grand Hotel, where he until our circumstances arc suen that it investigatedby him in that section of accomplished if the honest Jersey
the State. A few weeks ago a woman farmer had kept silent.
can make one.” This last was said with usually stopped, there was no appear- will be best.”
Plant your seed of good, however
“Well, my bov, I have a request to from the humble walks of life grew ina sigh, which gave evidence of a heart, ance of life about the premises. All
small.
Some day, when you are dead,
whose existence Herbert had often was quiet on the first floor, the elegant make, and it is this, that you claim your terested in the protractedmeeting at a
perhaps,
it will grow to a guodly tree.
bride
at
once
as
soon
as
this
terrible
neighboring
chnrch,
the
Union
Baptist.
•doubted as being part of the make-up parlors closed, and in confusion just as
You may never know it, but God wiU
•of this cynical man of the world, and hurrjedly left; but, passing up to the scourge abates, and here is something Shortly before the dose of the meeting
___
this morning more particularlythan second floor, he awakened to life a little you will probably have use for,” and, she joined the church. “Going back
negro boy who was fast asleep on the pressing a folded paper in Herbert’s home,” says Mr. Western, “her inco•
An anti-teetotaller, who had his load
“Tell me something of Miss Percival’s top stair by accidentallyplanting hand, he left the room. The paper herent, maddened and rambling conon, “fetched up" against the side of a
family," asked the Judge, after a short his foot squarely into him, which proved to be a check for $10,000. And duct was noticed by her husband and
house which had been newly painted.
pause in the conversation. “Are they brought him to his feet, grasping his one bright antnmnal morning, a number children, and they became terribly ex- Shoving himself clear by a vigorous efwealthy? I ahould suppose so, judg- little empty stomach with both hands of weeka later, the merry wedding-bells cited about it. She went raving about fort, he took one glimpse at his shouling from the yonng lady’s appearance.” and utteringthe most vociferous cries rang out from the ivy-draped church the house and yard with a bucket of der, another at the house, a third at his
in the upper part of the city,* and Lilian water baptizing her husband and each
“No, they are not at present. Before of “Ise got um— Ise got urn 1 ”
hand, and exclaimed, “Well, that is a
one of her children, and while doing
the war they were one of the wealthiest “Quiet, sir,” roared the Jndge, “got Percivalbecame Lilian Eastlake.
darned careless trick in whoever paintAnd, kind reader, should you feel this sang the most beautiful songs
familiesin the city, bat since have lived what?”
ed that house, to leave it out all night
“Why, de yally feber, to be suah,” further interested in cur friends, by —songs that she had heard but once or for the people to run against 1”
on an exceedingly limited income. Liltwice.
Although
an
mnlettered
woman
ian’s appearance is all owing to the in- whined the boy, still holding on to the stopping at the thriving town of L—
;
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about the distance to the next town.
What fools.
How Jay Cooke Stayed Up the Nation'sCredit
Thare are but fu sights in this life
when Lincoln Fell.
more sublime and pathethiok than to
[A Quaker Capital lit of Philadelphia in Indiansee a poor but virtuous young man
apoliaJournal.]
strugglingwith a mustach. It iz thus.
It was Saturday morning, April 15,
I notiss one thing, the man who rides
1865, that Jay Cooke was sitting in a
on the kars every day is satisfied with
car going from his residence to his
one seat; but he who rides once a year
down-town office in Philadelphia. A
wants 4. That’s so.
telegram was handed to him and it anFlattery is like colone water, to be
nounced the assassination of President
A REMINISCENCE OF

’65.

smelled of, not swallowed.
Lincoln on the night before at Ford’s
Theater. Mr. Cooke read it and then
When the lioweli Are Disordered
handed it to me without saying a word. No time should bo loot in ronorting to a suitaHe remained in silent thought until he ble remedy. Hoe to tier’s Stomach Bitters is the
most reliable ami widely- esteemed medicine of
left the car. The situation was a grave
its class. It removes the causes of constipaone, and Jay Cooke appreciatedthe dis- tion, or of undue relaxation of the intestines,
astrous effect the news would possibly which are usuallyindigestion or a misdirection
have upon the credit
the of the bile. When it acts as a cathartic, it
not gripe and violently evacuate, but proGovernment.He had charge of the does
dueos gradual and natural effects,very unlike
sales of its securities,and they must those of a drastic purgative; and its power of
be maintained at any cost , to him. assisting digestion nullities those initating
of the mucous membrane of the
No one knew how extensive was conditions
stomach and intestinal canal which produce
this conspiracy against the life of the
tirst diarrhea, and eventually dysentery. The
nation as yet, and the nation would medicine is, moreover, an agreeable one, and
hardly recover from the shock of the eminently pure and wholesome. Appetite
and tranquil nightly slumber -are both prodreadful intelligence for some days.
moted by it
Mr. Cooke’s resolution was soon taken.
A Wise Legislator.
In those days telegraphoffices were not
Ho is succostfulbecause be has the manly
so numerous as they are now, and he
courage to rise above all personal motives or
went some distance to find one. The interests and cast his vote and influence on the
nearest one was at the Now York depot, si lo of measures which will contributeto the
and from there he telegraphed his well being of his fellow -men. The good of the
many, even though it proves injurious to the
agents at New York, Boston, Pittsburgh,
interests of tiie few, is the maxim of the wiso
Cincinnati,and other points over this h gislator.But certain men will never admit
country and to London to advance the" the wisdom of this doctrine, any more than

of

pM& on

Governmentbonds, which

were quoted

at a little below par, a half

cent above the quotations of the day
before. He then went to his office, and,
after advising with those interested
with him, he telegraphed the Secretary
of the Treasury informing him of what
he had done, and asked that the Government take action to sustain him in
his effort to maintain the bonds upon
the market. He received no answer,
but in the afternoon he telegraphed his
agent to advance the price of bonds a
quarter of a cent more. In the evening
he received a telegram from Washington
saying that everything was in confusion
and the Cabinet could not be gotten

together. On Saturday and Sunday
morning there was a general shaky feel-

ing among speculators, and large
amounts of bonds were offered for
sale at the subscription agencies.
These were bought in promptly by Mr.
Cooke until he had purchased between

some selfish private practitionerswill admit the
superlative value of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discoveryand Pleasant PurgativePellets,
because these remedies have injured their
practice. Of course, no man in his right senses
will pay a physician #5.1)0 for a consultation, a
bottle of Imters, a few powders,ami a proscription, when one bottle of Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery and a bottle of his Pleasant
PurgativePellets, IkjUi coating but #1.25, will
accomplish the same result, viz : cleansethe
liver and blood, regulateami tone the stomach, and impart a healthful action to the
bowels aud kidneys.

Already a largo number of excursionshave
been arranged from different parts of the country to Chicago during the coming fall. Many
of these have secured rooms at the Tremont
House at very reasonable rates, and mere is
plenty of room for more. Partiesinterested
should make a note of this.

Malignant and subtle, indeed, is the poison
of Scromia, and terribleare its ravages in the
System. I hey may, however, bo permanently
stayed and the destructivo virus expelled from
the circulationwith Bcovill’h Blood and
Live a Syrup, a potent vegetable detergent

from Josh

Billings.

Josh Billings, who is as usual spending his summer in the White mountains, has put it in the way of the editor of the fVhite Moun ain Echo to
print a few component parts of his new
book, to be published in the fall. Its
title will be 44 Old Probabilities: Perhaps Rain— Perhaps Not;” and it will
have for its leading motto : 44 Truth iz
sed

to

be stranger than fickshun— it

is

to most pholks.” The selectionsare

Ht.

If*.

(PQr A

A MONTH-AGENTS tfANTED-36 BEST
rh.’lflllfiling Articles In the world; one sample
APU
fr". Addrets Jay Bronson.Detroit. Mich.

and

Hill (of Colorado),

mwWmiiiSMttiEi
will -Ay Ag.mu a Salary of jilt)t er mouth and
expense*, or allow a Urge commission,to sell our new
and wonderfulinrentinm. Il> Mean trsnf «v my. Samplehee.Addreaa
A CO., Marshal),Mich.
|

AGENTS WANTED FOR
“BACK FROM THE MOUTH OF HELL.”
By on* who htt* bten thtrt!

“Rise and Fall of the Moustache.”
By Ih* BurlingtonHawkey* humorist.

Samantha as a

and

P. A.
P. I.
By Jotiah Allen’* wife.
The three bright eat and beat-sellingbooks out Agenta,
»ou oan put these books in everywhere. Beat terms
liven. Addreaa for Agency, AMERICAN PUBLISHINC CO., Hartford,Ct ; Chicago,111.

Any one unable to reod_irf,og|q_or_«n«
killed la organ -playing may produce
fVon Ike Organ uet only the part tkey glugj
hut all the other parts, by the use ol the

-ORGANIST.
urw

_

THE SELF-OEGANIST irra
•

pfigs

Pilen that Delllng'NPile
llemedy fadstocure.Gives
imniodiate relief, curv* caaea
of long standing in I wwk,

^

^-dufiolfe
CHAlLEnGs WIND MilLo.

REMEDY

bend lor pamphlet to Wx. K. Clahke, Providence, K. L

MASONIC
Supplies for I/Odges, Chapter*,
r'and Commanderies,manufactured by JJ. C. Lillru X- Co., Cutum0. Send for Price Lists.
OSF'KnlghtsTemplar Uniforms a Specialty.
Military.Society, and Firemen'sGoode.

bratadChallengo Feed Mills and Khellera, Horae-Powera,Wood Saws, Fanning Mills,Corn Oullivatora,Self.
Dumping Horse Hay Itak»a, Pnmpa,

CO

Tk

Gold Medal, loft. Only American Organs ever award.
•d highest honorsat any inch. Hold lor cash or twi^llmania. IllustratedCataloouf.m and Circulars,with
new ttyh's and price*, M>nt tree. MASON A HAMLIN

ORGAN OU.

,

Rata

via. III.

U72

1200

It conuina
linn liistaricalengravingk and
large double-column pages, and la the moat complete
History of the World ever published. It soila at eight,
bend for spocimtm pagns and extra term* to Agenta, and
aeo why It sella factor than any other bonk. Address

_ NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, I1L_

WARNER BRO’8 CORSETS
MM-Uitii.PARIS EXPOKITION
orra h>I mi
Th»lr
PLEXIIILE HIP CORSET
rtcnvni ih-

Illrt-Pi

b-nera I, wasmptsdnot lc lireaK
rtnwnnn-r Iliahie.. P,|r*|lf. Thrlr

IMPROVEO
HEALTH CORSET
niitiluW III. tlm laiu|moPn.l.uiilch
li

HOUSE
TLEO, BEJEi'TEIt Canm BE-OPEXEU

!• mil ami II.-jIM"ami cuutalui no
bonra.Prlre by mall.ll.M.

Pur -ale tv

»il l*»c|liu-rnrrvbanta.

WARNER BROS.. 351

Send HUmp Ibr circular, or 25 ct*. lor Book. Addreat. W. F. CUMMINGS & CO. Washington,D. c.

Broadway. N. Y.

CUO-tIVtK till

pure. Pronouncedthe Ikestby the h ghmedical authoritiesin Uie
n h yln-at
award at 14 World’s Expositions,
and at Pans, 1*78.
bold by Druggints. \V P Scb efli-l mi: l u. N Y.
Is perfectly

world.

fc“t

.

.

i

i

.

.

{sign buyers. ALL
New terms FREE.

p.

oaiL*S!LS

^

in various parts of the

lieving

world. For

re-

Coughs, Colds and Tiiroat Diseases,

the Troches have been proved reliable. 25 cts.

Chew
C.

t HI IJ

THE SUN.

Address

Thousand! of Bokhara and belie entitled.
Pension*data back U» diaebargeor (loath.Hsm limited.
Address,with stamp,
tJBORGK E.
P. 0. Drawer
Wnalitngton,D. C,

„

LRMOX,

EXODUS

To the beat lands, In the beat climate,with the best
markets, and on the best term*, along the Bt. Paul,
Mlnneapolle A Manitoba R’y, (late St. Paul 4 Pacific.

Mainly In the Famous

RED RIVER VALLEY OFTHE NORTH.
On long time, low prlcea snd easy payments.
Pamphlet with full Informationmailed frea. Apply to

D. A. McK INLAY, Land Com’r,
Nt. P. M. A n. Il'v, Nt. Paul, .Winn.
Util » U III iM.'M'l IplIVtf lit UNtruted Price Mat fur Fall of
18711 will be sent to any address upon receipt of NINK
CKNTS. It contHln* prices i>f
over 10,000 articles with over
1.000 Illustrations.NO PEltSON who contemplates tho purchaae of any
nrtlcle for personal or family use, should
fall to send for a copy. We sell most every
class of goods known to theclvlllEcdworld.
We sell all our goods at wholesale price*
direct to the consumer (no middle men).

$9.00

IKE

1TH

m

CO.

Flrrt Eetabllthed I Bloat Succeeefull

THEIR INSTRUMENTS have

a standard

value in all the

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognlxed as the

OVER

FINEST

80,000

Made and In use. New Designs
beet work and lowest prices.

constantly,

Send lot u Catalogue.

other known preparation
ho* ever perlonuodsuch wonderful curve of
tins distressing disease in ita varioua forms.
Butler, ra who have trie! everything else without relief, can rely upon being entirelycured
by using I'uml's Exlnud.
NEUKAl.GI.t. All neuralgic pains of the head,
Mtuiuach or bowels are speedily cured by the
free uee ut the Extract. No other medicine
will cure as quickly.
HEMOltltllAGE-i.Foratanchlng bleeding, either externalor Internal, It is always reliable, and
is used i.y physiciauH ot all schools with a certainty of aucceea.For bleeding of the lung* it
is invaluable. Our Nunal Syringe and Inhaler are material aula in casta of interual
bleeding.
The Extract le the only specific for
till, prevalentaud dietreaaing
complaint; quickly relieves cold iu the head. Ac. Our Nasal
M'diige la of essentialservicein theae cases.
For old and obstinateesses we recommend our
Catarrh KeiiHxly, which combinesthe virtues
of Pond's Extract with other Ingredients,
making it the best known remedy for CaUrrh.

CATARRH.

DII'U IllEKlA AND ftOHK THROAT. Laed
as a gargle,and also applied exta’iiailyaadiearly stagesof the diseases,it will
surely control aud cure them. Do notxlelay
trjing It on appearance of first symptomsof
these dangerous dif« ares.
SORr.B, ULCr IW,
AND DRUfSES.
It is hesling,cooling and cleansing. The most
obstlnst- cases are healed aud cured with aatonishing rapidity.
BURNS
Bt’ALDS. For allaying the heat
and pain it is unrivaled,and should be kept in
every family,ready for use in case of accidents.
LADIES find it their best friend. It assuages the
pain to which they are peculiarlysubject—
notably fullnessand pressure in the head, nausea, vertigo,Ac. It promptlyameliorates and
permanently heals all kinds of Inflammations
and ulcerations.Our Toilet foap for bathing, and Toilet Cream for the skin and complexion.have proven of inestimable advantage
rected, in the

WOUNDS

AND

teiSigOpp,

SINGING CLASSES.

for

CONVENTIONS.

Is for

CHOIRS.

per

dozen. Single copy $1.00.

At this ssason,when mutlo teachers, choir leaders,,
. are quietly making up their minds as to the best
lamas for use duringthe coming musical Mason, It la a
pleasureto Introduceto their notice so fresh, good and
useful a l>ook aa this one by W. 0. PXBKINS.who now,
by fhe act of Hamilton College,takes on the well de
servedtitle of MusicalDoctor. From the elegant title
to the last page the space la most acceptablyfilled.
etc

The Elementary Course la amnio In quantity, and has

numerousnew tune* for practice, which
deed

,

practice, la-

may extend over the whole book.

Abundance of g(x»d Sacred Music, In the form of
MetricalTunes and Anthem*, fill* a large proportionof
the book, and reudera It a good ColUetiunot Church
Murie.
The numerousGlees and Harmonlxed songs add to
the attraction, and nuke thla an excellentwork for
Musical Societies and Conventions.
Specimen copies mailed,post-free, for (1.00.

OLIVER DITSON &
C. II. Dltson

JtCo.,

N.Y.

H43 Broadway,

€0., Boston.

J. K. Ditson tfcCo.,
f)22 Chestnut Bt. Phila.

HIP
SldVEPOllSH

to ladles.

PILES find in this theonfp
immediatereliefand ultimate cure. No case,
however chronic qr obstinate,can long resist
its regular use.

Our ointment

is

of

great service

where the removal of clothing is Inconvenient.
PHYSICIANS of nil schools recommend and prescribe Pond’s Extract. Wo have letters from
hundreds, who order It dally, in their general
practice for Kwvdllngsof all kinds, Quinsy,
Bore Throat, Inflamed Tonsila, simple aud
chronic Diarrhea, Catarrh (lor which it is a
spe-l/lc),Chilblains,

TO

Stings of Inarcts,

Leading Livery Stables,Street Railroads

aud first Horsemen iu New York City. It has
no equal for Hpralna, Harness or Saddle
ChaUngs, Stiffness, * cratches,Hwelllngs,
Cuts, Lacerations,Bleeding,Pneumonia,
Colic, Diarrhea,Chills, Colds, etc. Its range
of action is wide, and the relief it affordsis so
prompt that It is iuvaluablein every Farm-i/ani
as well as in every Farm-house. Let It be tried
once and you will never be without It.
FOR VETERINARY USB.-Our specialpreparatlon for use on stock la offered at the very low
price of

:l

.<-1

a
•>

e—
.f

II-/.

•2.50

PER GALL.

(Package Extra.)

This la no (X) ct. boiled tea kettle preparation. It
prepared with all the care all of our articles receive. Sent by express on receiptof price.

?

la

SPXCliL PREPARATIONS OF POND’S EXTRACT COMBINED WITH THE PUREST AND MOST UK 1.1 CATE
PERFUMES rOB LADIES’ BOUDOIRS.

_____
In

Lay the Axe
to the

Mos-

quitoes,etc.. Cuapped Hands, Face, aud,
indeed, all manner ol Skin Diseases.
FARMERS.— No Stock -Hreeder, no Livery
Man can afford to be without It. It la used by
all the

f

WAGON SCALES

for
is

HEMORRHOIDS or

Agenta Wanted everywhere

nPKTTG

is

THE TEMPLE

RHEUMATISM. No

Cary ry a Montnanaeapensei
guaranteed to Agents,
ijy 4 4 Outfit freo. Siuw A Co., Augusta, Maine.

I-.

THE TEMPLE

!

TAKE NO OTHER.

Nt., Chlongo, III., will
return the ' True Theory of Oatsrrh," and
full information of a “Suro Cure” Cut ihiiout

i

THE TEMPLE

HEMORRHAGES.

100 Mndlsnn

Ik. !

Indispensable.Ad-

THE TEMPLE

on

ft,*.
of koit.

Is

dress. Montgomery Ward &
Co.. 227 & 221) Wabash Avenue. Chicago. Illinois.

NOTE.-Ask for POND’S EXTRACT.
Cunuino sold only in our bottles.

Maine, for Beat Agency BuslneasIn
the World. Kipenaire Outfit Free.

PURE TEAS

ACRES

3,000,000

Hooks

N. Y. City.

only pure starches.

to (ell to Ainiliee,
hotel* and
anced head, I like to see him part biz
i largo consumers ; large*!
hair in the middle. Don’t yon ?
•lock in the country ; quality and terms the beat Country at-rekeepers
should call or write TH RGVKLL8 TEA
I don’t take any foolish chances. If COMPANY^*©!Fulton 8t.. N. Y. P. O. Box 4.100.
I wqz called upon to mourn over a dead
TRCTII IS MIGHTY!
r>«r— ' L'M-IM,l>. *1-.-a
Bm* <U W.w-t. . u :»»>
mule, I should stand in front of him
•i.k
,a|M. .1
Wk
ifj .
.—.il I-H..I
and do mi weeping.
«r root raw. tcwij
w. .i.i ouw
»-ol OOM*
-• .o4
r-.
Thare is no man so poor but what he
*.n fm —
.o,
4.1.
AUp-m.
marnnu v— •
a^.
i—..,
huo.
ib.Mo.i.—
can afford to keep one dog, and I hav
seen them so poor that they could afford
For fio Cents
to keep three.
'pi E emtJAUO LEDR KR froinAuy^tlSv.uS
DW. The l/dlger la lh« largeat and ben Story
I say to 2 thirds on the rich people in January,
and Family Paper publishedIn the Wert, and *hotild be
ereiy
household.
Sample OopleeFIlFK. Addiees
this wdrld, make the most on your
THK I.EPriKK. Chicago. 111.
money, for it makes the most of you.
7 7 7 ^ YEAR Bn(( expense*to agenta. Outfit Free.
9111 Addreaa P. Q. VjcK KRY, Augusta.Maine,
Happy thought.
Funner*, Weigh Your 'Produce !
1 never argy agin a success when I
see a rattlesnaix’shead sticking out of a
S40.
whole ; I bear off to the left and say to 2-TON
4-Ton SCO, Others In Proportion!
myself that hole belongs to that snaix.
The infidel argys just az a bull duz
chained to a post. He bellows and
saws, but he don’t git loose from the
post, i notiss. Not much.
I thank the Lord that thare is one
thing in this world that money kaut
buy, and that iz the wag ov a dog’s tail
Yure unkle,
I have seen men so fond of argument
The Premium Benlea of the World,
that they would dispute with a guide All Scales Warranted.Send for ReducedPrice List.
CHICAGO aw: ALE CO.,
board at the forks ov a kuntry road
151 Jefferson Mtreet, Chicago, III,

v“e7

huslncss. One of these valuable Price Lists and Iteferenee

PASTILLE&SiSl

10

PAID.

PENSIONS!

INFLAMMATIONS and

QCKJET DICTIONARY, 30,000 Word*, and
Ur. Fottc’s ilvnllliHnnllry, one /ear, i»Ho.
CRBAT HILL Pcb. Co.. 120 K. 28th St., New York.
o P HI ft to F. <*. RIC H *1: CO., Portland,

_

EXPRESS CHARGES

The only house In America
who make this their special

FOR HALF A DOLLAR.

Jacksou’a Boat Bwect Navy Tobacco.

Gilbert makes

The wry beat goods
fntn tbs 1m-

direct

New Lnw.

A large, olshl-pagnpaper of 56 broad column* will !.*
aent^uatpald to any addrew until Junuury 1st.

IN TONE.

The famous Mason A Hamlin Cabinet Organs,
which arc certainly the best of these instruments
in the world, are now sold for payment by installments, bringing them within reach of those
who can mako only small payments at a time
Any agent for their sale will give particular

All the Time.

'•*' T*rtThis i’lulm-lloueeKatublUhed 1HU5.

THE WEEKLY SOH.

The cordial receptionthat Dr.

calities

CH1UAQO.

9

Anti-

An Extended Popularity.— Each year finds
Brown’s Bronchial Troches” in now lo-

or

..AHEAD

.
"L "V P"rt',ta R* Half tba
usual coat. Bret plan ewe offered to Club Agents and

l,•ccnt

.‘illiiM-flliiia

OB

Garland, 47;

F. Wilhoft’a
Periodic or Fuver and Aguo Tonic hat* received at the hands of the medical profession
in lioniaiana certainly proves that it is an excellent remedy, and that the compositionof it,
as published by its nroprietors,Wheolock,
Finlay A Co., of New Orleans, is indorr ed by
them. Against Chills and Fever. Dumb Chilis
aud enlarged spleen there is no better remedy
in thqiworld. For sale by all Druggists.

BOSTON. NKW YOKK,

TEAS!
.....

i- HISTORYoftheWORLD

every soldier disabled In line of
duty, by accident or otherwise.A ll'OI'.VDof
any kind. LOAN
FMXOEIt, TOE,
EYE.
If but Rilkht, d<«*«we of
LVXOS or YAUtCOHE VEIXH give* ttjicnsion,
n, nil
pub! from ilnte of diHoliar«o.
CL A ms. OFFiCEBN'
SET-

"g

VinecaR

for rears.
. Thirty-one yre.
In th* market
IT.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ABE PAiB

ROLLER’S

to keep plcklsa

„ n2.i.
PlCTORIiLXLa BlUv-SSSsSS
do. Address CHALLKNUK MILL

PENSIONS
OF
BVPTVBK,

alcoholto show.

American Institute last fall over nine
dber competing mills. It is warranted

more durable, bolter governed and
safer than anr mill made. Thirty sties
manufactured, from one man to one
hundredhorse-power.Also, the cele-

Inerror.
cures these diseases.General Debility, Diahetea. Pains in the Back,
Loins or Side, Dropsy, (i ravel, UUsipation, and all Diseasesof the
Kidneys,Bladder and Urinary Organa are cured by

REMEDY.
Family Physician*prescribe HU. NTH REMEDY,

PRUSSINC’S
J CELEBRATED

M

Hoad the Award of Kxcell-nce at

There is no cure for Brigbt'e DU
ease of the Kidneys, or Bladder
and UrinaryComplaint*.They are

nUST*H

Can oar* In

wrapoer h<U priuteifon il in blarha Pits of B Ont* and
Dr.J. P. Hitler’s signature, I'hila. 81 abort e. Bold

its way Into high places tho world ovi-r, and
Modloal Journalsand Pnyslcitnsgive It their approval
WOOLRICH A CO. on every labd._|

HUNT'S

C0„

Brattleboro, Yt.

month. Ever/ graduate guaranteeda payingsituation. Addreaa R. Valentine,Manager, Janesville. WU.

_

a cure tamude.

until

With th li
laTentlow, eaally ottwched
1 TRY
to the key-board ef any Organ, a little
boy or girl, knowing a tune> on ploy MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Denuinitmtul bt*t by HIGHKsT HONORS AT AM.
well an a mdwlc lencher. Adapted WORLD’S
EXPOSITIONSFOR TWKLVK YF.AHS
«o_Famtllpw(Sundny-Schoele,and I.odge vis.: At Paris. 1*57: Vienna, HQ!: Bantiaoo, 187?
Philadelphia.
pi76; Pams, MTU; and (.hand Swedish
Meetlnga.Addreaa for ClrcnUr and Tern re

YOUNG
MEN&samy:
*

Ha* founa

ADITTV habits skin diseases.
nAN-CERHAX.p TlflffGhN CU RED without
y the use of tbs knife or loss of bLiod. Nopay required

SUKBMAN

KIDDER'S
About the hardest thifig a fellow kan HHMHMHMHnL-l1<ulc.town>May,. _
do iz to spark 2 gals at ono time and 4>in tn (M nnn InveatodIn Wall 8t. Stock* makoa
$111 10 $11)1)1) {^jZSrr&lng^11 “nt
preserve a good average. Try it.
Addreaa BAXTER A OO.. Banker*,17 Wall St, K. Y.
Don t dispize your poor relashuns. 33 OnNTID IS I We pay either to Agenta on salI ary or commission.Addrn**
They may be taken suddenly ritch
with (tamp, WOOD KaFKTV
sum day, and then it will be awkward GREENBACKS. LAMP CO., Portland, Maine.
to explain things to them; undoubtedCENTS mulled to Dr.C. R. Kykea,
Next to a klear konshiencefor solid
comfort cums an easy boot. Try both.
If a young man hain’t got a well-bal-

$100

Proportionalreturnsevery week on Stock Options of

VU

Don Cameron, Ingalls, and McPherson,
46; Jones (of Florida), Call, Jonas, and
Cockrell, 45; Butler, 44; Groome, 41.

these:

ly so.

$1175

which eradicatesall skin diseases, leavingno

a box.

“Probabilities”

to

«fc

ACCOUXTH

Excursionists.

seventeen and twenty millions of vesugoof them behind. White swelling, salt
bonds. On Monday business was gen- rheum, tetter, abscesses, liver complaint and
eruptions of every descriptionare mvariably
erally suspended, and the banks and conquered by it. Druggistssell it
stock markets were closed. In the morning Mr. Cooke telegraphed bis agents
Ages of some United States Senato make another advance of half a cent. tors: Carpenter, Burnside, Morgan,
He also telegraphed his brother, Henry Whyte, and Rollins, 55 ; Maxey, HereD. Cooke, at Washington, D. C., to get ford, Lamar, and Booth, 54; Ransom,
a guarantee of support from the Gov- 1 McMillan, Randolph, Cameron (of Wisernment. Later in the day a dispatch ; consin), Hoar, and Slater, 53; Windom,
from the Secretary of the Treasury iu- 1 Ferry, .Platt, aud Yoorhees, 52; Edformed him that he would be fully munds and Bayard, 51 ; Allison, Coke,
supported in his operations. On Tues- 1 and Conkling, 50; Jones (of Nevada),
day the sales of seven-thirties amount- Paddock, Blaine, Vance, Teller, Vest,
ed to $2,701,300, aud they steadily in- aud Walker, 49; Kellogg, 48; Gordon,
creased at prices at or a little below par.
As soon as men saw that Jay Cooke was
taking all that was offered and that
prices were firm and advancing,courage
returned,and the sales aud prices of
bonds were maintained. I remarked to
Mr. Cooke that he had been taking a
great risk, and he gently replied that if
the price of bonds were not sustained,
they would be returned from Europe in
such quantitiesas to completely overwhelm the nation, and if it could not sustain itself and was broken down it mattered little what became of his property. But, as it turned out, no bonds
camo back from Europe, and impetus
given them by his course run the quotations higher than they had been before the death of President Lincoln.

QQQflnAY***.
Make It *«•
WdOUl/C"** COL YO.VUE, LoaU,

Root

If yoa would destroy tho cankering worm. For any external pain, sore, wound or lameness of man or beast, use only

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

It

penetrates all mus-

cle and flesh to the very bone,

expelling all inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing

no other
can. 80
saith tho experience of two
generations of sufferers, and
so will you say when you have
tried the “ Mustang.”
the diseased part as
Linimimt ever did or

POND'S EXTRACT,

gAPONIFJEfl
U the Old Reliable ConcentratedLp

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
softStessviWcYi.??1Unt
/r ajrvLL weight aud btrf.sotb.
The market is floodedwill (so-called) Concentrated
U adulterated with Bait and roain,and mm’i

^blcb

BA VE HO SET,

AUD BUT

’’HE

SaponifieR
MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co.,

PHILADELPHIA,

'

50c, •1,00 and •! 75.
Cream ......... 1.00 Catarrh Cure ......... 75
DwtHHce ............ 56 Platter .............. 25
Up Salve ............ 20 Inhaler (Glass, 60c.). .1 00
Toilet Soap (# cakes). 60 Naad Syringe ........ 25
Ointment.............60 Medicated Paper ..... 26
Toilet

Any of these preparationswill be sent, carriage
above prices, in lota of |J worth,
of money ok 1'. a order.
free, at

.

n receipt

CUKED FREE!
An Infaldhlaand urmirelled remedy for
Hta, K|illr|»«yur Fulling Mcknr.a.

CAUTION.— Pond’s Extract

Is sold only in
bottles, inclosed in buff wrappers, with the words
“PONDU EXTlUCr” blown in the glass. It is
never sold in bulk. No one can aell it except in
our bottles, as above described.

minted
a
--PUK AX EXT
free

W

n

to effect
>1

speedy aud
cure.

my
renowned '-p.cifie snd a
**A

WOur New Pamphlet, with DirroRT or our
Preparations,Bent FUEL on Applicationto

bottle" uf

valuable Treat i«c tent to
any sufferer sending me hi*
Post (.dice snd KipreM sd-

U.
dtvag.

POND’S

EXTRACT

18 Murray

Street,

CO.

New York.

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Db. IL 0. ROOT, 183 I’esrlStreet. Now York.

a

N.

No.

34

1\T||KN~ WRITING TO ADTKUTINBIM. .
7T please ear you saw the advcrtiscuieuL
iu this paper.

4.

-S_

lamers’ Column.

EST

IS

CHEAPEST THOUGH

its

September

19.

18 and

17,

President Lyon

of South Haven, Prof. VV. J. Beal of Lan-

Jackson,and Mr.

of

J.

Thompson of the Post and Tribune, have
been appointed delegatesto attend this
meeting. PresidentLyon, chairman of

Hi

made

to

far

on that occasion, one of the most extensive

and with the recognized standing

igan as a fruit-growing State, it is

We

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

ALUM

_

CEO.

that if she would maintain such standing

as

the collection of fruit

this exhibition is

ing

concerned,that

in Detroit, since

is

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Come and

TRADEMARK. The great Eng-TRADE M

be able

•ness,

gather the specimens while collecting for

Such

-q— Abuse; as

as Monday, September 15, to be available

for this purpose, and should be

sent

F U R N

- Tahegof^^M-Loss

must reach Detroit as early

fruits

Spcrmator-

rhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow,as a
sequence of Helf-

the fair.

—

^

in the city

After Takhfc.

Before

L

G.

BUICK

Holland, is at the
STOKE on

of

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, Aug.

H. Kellog, Esq., presidentwestern New

THE GRAY MEDICINE
No.

In every case each variety should be cor-

list

Sold in Holland and elsewhere by
sale and retail druggists.

8-ly

in a separate wrapper. A full

MATTING,

Meehanice’Block, Detroit,Mich,
all whole

10

fy

wrapped

rectly and distinctlylabeled, and

CO.,

G. J Tk VAARWERK.
Eighth Street,Holland, Mich.

nw.m

ALL VAPEIi,

H

GSmiHS,. WILLOW-

WARE,

Latge sample package sent free on rco-ipt of IS
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wantH.

PICTDRZS,

their report.

P.

The name and localityof the grower may,
desired, appear upon the card in con-

if

nection with the
Since

it is

name

of the fruit.

tions

An

handsome
n

.

1

/

W

vw

w/

V

v

in the

A

.

'A LISTER'S Cough Mixtureloosens the
phlegm,and acts like a charm in cases of

MA(

\Y.

beautifulvariety of Dress Goods,

WAKKER.

ASM, BMIlIS,jni COT,

Holland, Mich., July 1st, 1879. 21-3m

Ginghams, Calicoes, bleached and unbleached sheetings, etc.,

Those who ate trrublrd w ilh coughing at night,
can find immediate relief.

etc.

should be authorized to exercise a

the suppressionof
such duplicates,should such action become
necessary. Specimens of new and promwise discretion as to

A

THE CURTIS TURBINE!

stock of Boots and Shoes
that defy competition

LYON,

4^-iOO |»«r

c«"ii.
A lull UuNcriptioii,
power, price, etc., in

South Haven, July 30,

Why

the Price of

Wheat must Advance.

H.

LEE’S

HAIR

R

EX

I wish very

briefly

to give the farmers

Michigan and the northwesta few

ons why, in

my

judgment, the

reas-

Restoresthe Hair
and prevents

to its Original Color,

it

rpHE

following describedLots In the City of
Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
Both these remediesan- for sale at
TO §0.000 a year, or $5 to $20 a day
Lot
9.
Block
F, Lot fi. Block G, West Addition $17^
Dh. Scuoutes's Drug Store.
in your own locality.No risk.
each : Lot 18. Block 8. Lot ti, Block 11, South West
Women do as well as men. Many Eigth Street,
Holland Mich. Addition $176 each. Lotts 1,2,3. 4. && tifn Block
Our 40c TEA. is unsurpassed. 01,
make more than the amount stated
6— ly
25, as organized nlat near the al. L. S. depot at
above. No one can fail to make money fast. Any$22T> each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $3rti each
n
one can do the work. You can make from .M> cts.
Also ti lots West of First avenue at $12,rieach.The
J:c :::i
Cig.vr :r. icier. to $2 an hour by devoting your evenings and spare
above will be solfl for a small payment down. Aiso
time to the business. It coats you notliingto try
the following Lois \ 10. 11, 12. 13. and 14. in Block
r*«- and complete Guide to
the business. Nothing like it for money making
Cci7id:e3, Jf’.iic, etc., tic.
E. Lots 2. 4, 5 and 1 in Block H. The above will
Wedlock, coniaininr.n-ati many other*,
ever offeiedbefore. Businesspleasant and strict
be sold on long credit aud small payments down.
the following chapter*: A competent
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to know nil
Womanhood,Selectionof Wife, Lenience*
P. A A. STEKETEE.
Apply to,
of Virginity.Temperamenti,
compatible
about the best paving business before the public,
and incompatible,SterilityIn Women,
M. D. HOWARD.
send us your address and we w ill send you fti'l
am! treatment. Advice to BrideMARRIAG.E c>u«e
particular’sand private terms free; samplesworth
Holland, July 25, 1879.
gru..m. Alviceto Ilmbandi, Advice to
$.') also free ; you can then make up your mind fur
Wire*, r-ovtit’ition, iti c.iu*c«. Celibacyand Matrimony comi vrel, Coninral dutire,Conception, Confinenient.
Love and
yourse'.’. Address GEORGE STINSON A CO.,
( ourtihip.
lm:* !inie»t» to Marriage in mil* and fem«!»,Scienco
A WEEK in your own town, and no capi- Portland, Maine.
19-ly
of Krpr"4uction, Single Lie coi •iderel,Law of Marriage,
l .tal risked. You can give the busincsi* a
Lew of Divorce.Lea.,!rigntvof mimed women, etc., includH|trlal without expense. The best opportunin* Dlje.TSCBpeculiarto Women, theire.iu»r» and treat/ 'Mty ever offered those willing to work. You
I' • • t. A N>’ « for | rirMr »u l eon»id*Ml* readir.g.ot 3‘dOpaget,
Premisesrecently occupied by \N . C. Mclls^ west
».ib full I ute Ed;mvii.£»,by mail,le.lcJ, lur 60 Ceuta.
should try nothing else until you see for yourself
r.f Hope Church Parsonage.
what you can do at the busine s we offer. No room
Inquire of
“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
to explain here. You can devote all your time
H. I). POST.
on Syphilid.Gonorrho'n, filr'Ct, Stricture, Vnricoor only your spare time to the business, and make
ecK*c . aim oo Sp rmntorrneDa.Sexual Debility, and
great pay for every I ur that you work. Women
ItnpOtency,from 'rlt.» Iiv V.d L«ce«-e»,cumrg Seminal
MORi'GAGE SALE.
Emiuinni.Nervouvnru.Av-rvi n to Societr,Confmionof
make as much as iron. Send for special private
Idrit, llivvirvl Drew, I in nevi of Sight,DefectiveMemory,
terms and j f rticulars.wh h we mail free.
pvE
FAULT
having been made in the conL"-t of Srnul lower, etc.,mating marriage improper or
(Jut tit free. Don’t comp'a n of hard ftimes while
IJ ditions (whereby the power of sale therein
oi. henpy. fiv 'g tmtin-oL >n1 a girvt many valuable
rrcripti
you have such a chance. Address II. U ALLLT T
for the cure ol all, mate li.asaaca; itf&pagei, oter OOpUlM,
has become operative) of a certain mortgage, exeA CO., Portland.
19-G'
cuted by George M. Willey, on the third .lay of
tdilee."l.eeti|.r
on Manhoodand " nmanhood.10 8FOR ON £ DOLLAR >“• "•-i »:i <>'•;*<>' ‘he April, A. 1). 1H7«. to Mary E. Soule and recorded in
PVCSP^SXmnBBaSEfliEin
e'K'v- <b'*rnlu<l ln»r.i,
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
IP. F. HA lilt 1*.
A. /,. 110 DIE*,
rSTTirrar:. ...... ........ ..Oirnmi-g oil PU^'OI ami over
countv and Stale ol Michigan, on the sixth day or
lull UltivlratioiK. nml emlirne mi: evi rvthi’iyon tin- (•••nrra\iiril.’ A. I). 187»'.. aforesaid at twelve o clock, noon
tive iv'Iciii that i« v.-.>rtli knowine. Tliecomh noil volume u
positiwiythe moKt |io|iiilurM'divai lb> k putnuheU. of that day. in Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
The Author i* an . «(><•' leor.d phyv'i-iBiiof many
281. on which said mortgage there is claimed to i>e
yean practice,nr iv «ii. kn iwh , ami the a<!v..e Riven, i due and unpaid at the date of this notice,the sum
and rule*tor In nlnu-ntniil down, w ill !»• I'oiiiiti
ol Rriuvt
of four hundred and five dollars (fffiS.ftfti principal
Manufacturersot and dealer? ip
value to tlinee vultrii,.;-from impurilie*ol the M'«lem, early
'and interest, and no proceedingsat law or in
errori,loet vigor, or i,i.v ol tlie nuiueroui Iruiibiee cotuiuR
under the head ot -Private" or “Chronic ' di<ea*e«.—
equity having been instituted to collec t said sum
1’oitaReetamtHtaken in navinent forany ofthoe hooka.
due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
Instruction thorough. Good mornl and religioni
D R._ B U TIS1.P1 S P E NSARY„;;»'q>;:i»-^ by virtue of the power of sale ns aforesaid,notice
Inllucncos.Expenses very low. Tuition in thi
Ac-aih-micDi-imrtnient only 91.00 per term
is hereby given that on Tuesday the seventh
acquired a nulionalirjiutatloii
tor aknl in the [reatinent
ol
More than fifty young men arc now in attendauci chronic diicaeet and conipUeatedcaaea.-syphllle,l.onor. day of
(1879) at two o'clock in
Slippers, Etc. Etc.
rhera, tileet. Mrlelure, On bill*, all Crinnry Troublee,Syphlwhoso board, room-rent aud incidentals do uol
lllleorXrrrnrUIaffectioneot the throat. «k:u ur bout*,
he afternoon, at the front door of the Court
cost them over $74 ft year.
,
at No. 71 Washington street,
House, (the place of holdingthe Circuit Court) in
Five Departments,— Academic, Theological treated with aucceta, without ueiiiRMercury,
, ______
r_r.
PATIENTS TREATED I'L'
8!1 “ndetpm..
Commercial, Art and Music. In the Academic foul
where poiiible. the city of (irand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
courses,— Classical. Scientific.Philosophical, am
said mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of the
pweonanoiiriTtatmr
|iretem d, with h i* FRKK and invited
Normal ; besides Elective Studies and Preparatory
premises thereinami hereinafter described, or so
/ DR. BUTTS Ifavtlaa all pereoiueuffertng from RUP V
'Having but r ccmly formed our co-partnership,
Courses. Beautifullocation,and fine now build
f TURK to lend him their name and addren, and herehr
much thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy and
we wish to imorm our fellow-citizens of Grand ings. Sixteen Instructors.Fall Term commeucei
1 uinret them that they will learn eomelhlog to Ihfir
pay the amount dne.en said mortgage, with interHaven and surroundingtowns that we have a fltie Sept. 3. For Cataloguessend to
^•tlvanUge. — It is not a
f
est and cost of advertisementand sale, together
All oomniunicatlona
etrictlyconfidential,and ahould be
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
with an attorney fee of twenty-five dollars, proPres. D. W. C. DIMS, or C. B. HILLS, See’j,
IddrMaedtoDU. DUTTh . 12 North ath Si . St. LouU.Mo.
which we offer for sale cheap. However,
vided for in said mortgage In case of foreclosure.
Hillsdale, Mich.
Said mortgaged Premises are describedin said
mortgage and wfn be sold as follows, to wit: the

rods” prophet, but simply one farmer
giving to the public the opinion doubtless

wheat crop worth to the consumer from

more than

year. Second, the present

outlook would indicateeven a stronger
foreign demand than for the crop of ’.8.

Farmers will remember that it is not only
the failure and shortage, of the present
crops in Europe, but the gigantic devastating

war of

last year that will effect the

price of the present crops.
ence in f#ir

own war

Our

experi-

teaches us that it

not in the beginning, but

later

and

course of the struggle

on

is

Maine.

A. L. Holmes & Co.

in the

i

after its close

that the Inevitable destructionand loss

Hillsdale College.

& SHOES,

BOOTS

inseparable from a great war enhances the
price of bread stuffs.

Again remember that with honest, honorable,straightforward resumptiona fact,
there is an era of prosperity upon us that

will set spindles humming and forges
blazing, and by the large increase of productive labor will give us an assured and

greatly increased borne consumption.

Now, for the reasons named

Grand Haven,

- -

October,

l

ITSTPir

Truua.

will

remain our Specialty.

Another Step Forward!! CONSUMPTION CURED!

price of the present crops at from ten to

Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
which add the same percentage for extra
A. L HOLMES & CO.
Grand
Haven,
Mich., March 1st, 1879. 45-tf
quality and we have wheat worth, actually
fifteen per cent better than last-year, to

should hold

his

wheat

but I do say be should not

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and

sell less than

before another harvest, should he hold

sion

men

give full post er claimed.. The
Engine and boiler complete,

it.

want wheat buyers and commisto think I

am

l^ut

that I

honestly think wheat is worth a
more than

it is

selling at;

be just as well for all

j

clannish, advising

farmers to bull the market,

little

and since it will

you middle men,

Including governor, pump.
! etc. (and boxing) at the low

--

^ Iliirso Power

”

4' ”

49-ly

CO..

Springfield.Ohio.

When

"cf lELIS,

west-half of the east-halfof the south-eastquarter
of section thirty-two (32) town seven (7) north, of
The undersigned,an old and retired physician, range fifteen (15) west, m the county of Ottawa
having been permanently cured of the much nml State of Michigan, togetherwith the appurdreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple tenances thereunto nelonglng.
remedy, i? anxious to make known to his fcllow- Dated Grand Havkn. July 3rd. A. I). 1S<9.
sufferursthe means of cure. To all who desire it.
MARY E. SOULE. Mortgagee.
he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE
Samuel L. Tate, Attorney for Mortgagee. 22-lJw
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
using the same, which will be found a sure cure for
and postpaid—Ton
Ccruumptlon,Catarrh, lironchitis.Asthma, NtrUkv Killy Budget
rGusutsu,ibc.,(tc„ Ac, Address with stamp.—

thfe

OR

BONE BLACK

I not only want to see the farmer get
* paying prices to promote his own and the
prosperity of all othek classes, but for
more fundamental, for'natlonalreasons.

BAXKER,i
HOLLAND, -

-

FERTILIZER.

u'.

,,COBV.:, PUTTEN.

!!

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

ALSO THE

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery Ruchin
,

Circulars,
And

Y/anted-Bones! Bones!

L.

by the pound or wagon load, for which the
highest market price will be paid.

WM.

C. MELIS.

'

Dolmans,

u full line of

SILK AUD

and necessary.

v

,

Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,

other articles, useful

29-1

g

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. This cheap method of ferti.lzing
has but recently been introduced In this locality,
as is giving very good satisfaction.

MCIHIGAN. Call and see the Patent Hay
. Forks, and numberless

The financial prosperity of the country In
Doc? a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec
the near future builds broad and deep and lion business.Collections made on all points in
secure the foundations of resumption, the United Slates and Europe. Particular atten
paid to the collection*of Banks and Bankers.
and blows higher than a kite all danger- ||on
Itemlttances made on the day of payment. All
,,j5 fiat theories of the currency, and will bn-rines* intrusted ,to me shall have prompt atten' ajjo greatly lessen the temptationof the tion. [merest allowed on time deposits, subject
lo check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
masses
political demagogues
nlftssesto
to follow
nimiwafter
^ « I”'
,u
T,oket;|n an(i' from mi points in Europe

nil,

Millinery and Pancy Goods.

Champion Prill
pirns

li>

SUPERPHOSPHATE

banking*

jAcyns

J

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.

TFTE HOIVEESTEA-E)

I

farmer prospers all classes prosper.”

wr

DR. C. STEVENS, Brockville, Ont.

can now he purchased

....... «3-‘»
....... 343•5^,

go Into the pockets of foreign speculators.

an old and true adag<£ “

WM.

...... $ 242.IH'

JAMES LEFFEL A

would like to see the farmer get a part of
the coming advance, 'and not have it all
It is

THE

Hardware Store

BOOSWmEilSlE

for $1.25,

$1, and will get the $1.25, perhaps $1.50,

I don’t

AT

a basis),

|1.10 to $1.25 per bushel. I don’t say that
a farmer

.

Mich.

Custom Made Goods

it would

m

.

seem safe to estimate the outlook for the

worth (taking last year’s prices as

1

TO RENT.

the quality of the present

ten to twenty cents per utishel

BOOKS A^MILLION
'

held by hundreds of others.

^tiie crop of last

1

Co

little instead of the

collar. I don’t claim to be a Duncan
Stewart or any other “ dead sure at forty

First, I think

FOR SALE.

from

falling out.

- -

price of

wheat will advance, if farmers will only
use the breeching a

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

EWER

Salmon, Lobsters.

of

CO,

DEALEHS IN
furniture' Coiss, Seiiu^ Keciiiuee, Its,

OgdensburtfiN.Y.

cluding all kinds of Canned goods,

MEYER &

j. P. Li e, Chicago,111.

GATES CURTIS,

Groceries is complete— in-

BY

SOLID

ought lo be without it.

Prepared only by

the Tmr***. H.t'orltr, Semi for a Copy.

1671).

Our stock of

family'

given in an extra of

Eastern Salt always on hand.

President.

No

A* a rec«iti 'c.i gHvo

ising fruits are especiallydesired.
T. T.

Extra Fine Remedy for

COUGHS.

j;:i cce :ny gccaz.

and a tine lot of oil TABLE-CLOTHS, cheap,
by the yard.

making up of collections;and the delegates who may be required to assume charge of such collecavoided

COUGH MIXTURE.

nutal sdf-ttahn'jcasket, on hand.

C

far as practicable the duplication of varie-

Y.

Mficallister’s

have themoM romplete line of Undertaking
materials from the cheapest rotfiii to the crUbrattd
I

PEACH TARLETON.

bition may be limited, it is desired that as

ties be

& A. Steketee.

Among our large stock you will find a
variety of

possible that space at the exhi-

Mountain, ugdcnsburg.

Moulding* Brackets, &c.

stock at

package, to go into the hands of examining

committee,and form part of

hardJpan prices.

At

OIL-CLOTHS,

Address J. p.

A new

Chandeliers— the

Call anti see the stock, no
trouble to show iroods.

and correct

of the varietiesshould accompany the

kinds of

& SONS.*

17, 187X.

KIVER STREET,

CARPETS,

11,111 popular

— the safest—
and most beautiful.

not

York agriculturalsociety,charges prepaid.

ihu fiue
and

latest styles

be relied upon.

E

T U R

I

.

GLASSWARE.

ARE LOW.

Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave. where can be found the largest and inopt complete
sent with fruits for the State fair, the packC^rFull particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
stock of all kind* of FTHNITTKE, ^
ages should be forwarded by express direct desire to send free by mail to every one. t3f“The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
to Rochester, N. Y., addressed to James package, or six packages for $5. or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,

Lyon. When

charges paid— to T. T.

ROCKERY

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can

The best and cheapest place to buy

T

have also put on the shelves a large and coni-

Lamps and

Seminal Weak-

to

I

trouble to show goods.

llsh remedy, an
unfailingcure for

E

S

Come and Look at it anyway !_NoTrouhle.

no

see for yourself,

(PRICES

OLE

W H

Crockery,
Flour i Feed.

FURNITURE.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

lor

the meet-

those disposed to

contribute to this dispaly will

sell it

Etc., Etc.

LEWIS & MENZIES CO.

T.

the occasion.
deemed in some sense fortu-

may be

It

Anri I have made such arrangements that I can
by the PIECE, PART OF A SET, or

*

Groceries,

or other

she cannot ati'ord to ignore

nate, so fur

CHINA WARE,

MANUFACTUREDBY THE

left

J

GKELtsT-OTHSTIE

have just received a large new stock of

THE BEST AND STRONGEST MADE.

Mich-

of

.

/

FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

LEWIS’

displays of fruit ever shown in the country;

HOLLAND.

River Street,

of Tartar.

adulteration found in this Powder.

collect together,

VAN PUTTEN 4 SONS,

I respectfullyInvite the attention of the citizens
Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
new store just completedat our old stand on of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
addition I have made to my stock consistingof

the Brooklyn (N. Y.l Board of Health, and by the first
chemists In the United States.

We will pay $1000.00 for any

cicular,which explains itself:
Efforts are being

fin Betel Grape

Recommended by

the delegation, has just issued the lolluw-

Something New

our

POWDER

sing, Mrs. J. G. Ramsdellof Traverse City,

Mr. W. K. Gibson

G.

BAKING

Amfericanpomologicalsociety hold*
session this year at Rochester, N. Y.,

Tlio

! !

CONDENSED

LEWIS’

Michigan Fruit at Bochester.

1TEW FIRM

HAY COST A LITTLE HIOREI

IT

-IT'

T

/-T, -r.-r -r<

&
ta-

S.

GHaA-IPE.

VAN BEN BERGE,

C3 T. T3 tr' xr-'T*

TJ-

r^»

T

.

T

.

A

INJ ll

.

M

IOU

